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GAMRIER OBSERVER.
—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, TIIY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1836.

VOL. VI.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.

From the Churchman.

«‘THE LORD IS IN HIS

HOLY TEMPLE.*'

Be still, he still, for all around,
On either hand, is “holy ground !"
The Lord of hosts, himself, to-day,
Is present, while his people pray ;
Bow down your hearts, and kneel in fear,
In this his temple—God is here.
Bring no vain words, no wishes wild,

.

That best might suit an earth-born child,
Bid each unholy thought depart,
To heaven lift up a contrite heart,
Forget the world, in faith draw near,
And humbly worship—God is here.
Thou, toss’d upon the waves of care,
Ready to sink in dire despair,
Gazing around with eager eye,
And yet no hope of remedy;
Ask thou relief with heart sincere,
And he will list—for God is here.
Thou who hast laid in early grave,
One, whom thou hadst not power to save.
And who art vainly yearning now,
For that soft smile and placid brow;
Perchance that much-loved form is near,
For angels wait when God is here.

Thou, who hast long a wanderer been,
Roaming through many a distant scene,
Far from the home, thy household—hearth,
From all kind looks, all social mirth;
Offer thy thanks with heart sincere,
Sing grateful praises—God is here.
Thou who hast dear ones far away,
On swelling seas,mid blinding spray,
Or in some distant lands alone,
Exposed to ills, are journeying on:
Pray for their welfare, dry the tear,
And trust the God who listens here.

Thou who art mourning o’er thy sin,
Deploring guilt that reigns within,
Seeking for higher joys than those
The wretched worlding only knows;
The God of peace is ever near
The contrite spirit bending here.

Be still, be still, for all around,
On either hand, is “holy ground;”
Here, in his house, the Lord to-day,
Will listen while his people pray.
Bow down your hearts, and kneel in fear,
In this his temple—God is here.

T H E OBSERVER.
For the Gambier Observer.

REMEMBER THE SABBATH DAY TO KEEP
IT HOLY.

in on that day, because they are unwilling to
spend the time on other days.
Visits on the Sabbath by professors of religi
on tend to throw contempt upon this institution
of God and the Christian name. Let the Sab
bath be profaned and the barrier which keeps
back a flood of iniquity, is entirely demolished,
and every Christian institution is in danger of
being overthrown. Let the sanctification of the
Sabbath be neglected by Christians and the
world will soon forget that there is a Bible ; the
duties it enjoins will not be performed, nor its
precepts obeyed..
We deem it the imperious duty of all, espe
cially of every minister of the gospel, fearless
ly and steadfastly to resist and expose the evils
of Sabbath breaking in all its forms. Where
the practice of visiting on the sabbath prevails
it furnishes satisfactory evidence that spiritual
religion is at a very low ebb. If the command
of “the Lord is exceeding broad” we cannot
but fear that those who do not “remember the
sabbath to sanctify it,” will ere long be covered
with shame and confusion of face.
2.
EMIGRATION.

Know ye not, my fellow-citizens,"that every
monastic rendezvous in Spain is now thrown
open, and that probably no fewer then 400,000
idle drones of monks, and debauchees are cast
as vagabonds upon the world?
Know ye not that the stock is already pur
chased for the equipping of a line of steam
ships for theconveyanee of Ireland to our shores.
If you know it not, let ine tell you that it is
now upon the point of being put into operation.
The vessels will soon be heard puffing their way
into our ports fraught with the moral pestilence
of Europe. The foreign conspiracy will now
effect her schemes, and unless the interposition
of heaven intervene, the fires that now burn on
the altars of liberty will soon be extinct. Five
dollars per head is the passage to be paid, and
they are now in this city who receive the emi
grants, and pay their drafts on Ireland. At
this very moment, while I write, there are, as a
Popish paper of this city called the Truth Tel
ler, of April 16lh states, no fewer than 12000
passengers now on the Atlantic from Ireland to
the port of New York. If such is the number
now on the water, at this present moment, how
many are on their way to all the other ports
which our extensive coast presents for their re
ception! If such a multitude is now winging
its way across the deep, how many will not have
arrived ere the year rolls round ? how many,
when their passage can be paid with drafts, as
soon as they land ? or if not paid, when the la
bor of four years on the smoking ruins of our
city will suffice for the expenses of the voyage ?
how many when we open the avenues from Ca
nada uii the north, and from Mexico ailU suutli
America on the South! how many when we
consider the commotions of Europe, the wreck
of Popery there, the oppression, the starving
multitudes of that dense population, and then
contrast the state of Europe, teeming with mil
lions of disaffected subjects, with the inviting
prospects of this transatlantic world. Here
they can find land in abundance at $1 25 per
acre? Wages $1 25 a day. Here the ballot
box is open unto all, and with a little Jesuiti
cal chicanery, one man can vote ten times.—
Here the beggar can be a king; and what
they cannot obtain by law can be effected by
mobs.
Such being the state of things, and a deeplaid scheme on foot against our liberties, how
long is it to be thought we can survive ?—
Downfall of Babylon.

There is no way perhaps, in which the cause
of Christ is so often injured and the prosperity
of religion in the soul of the Christian so much
hindered as by visiting on the Sabbath. Many
Christians seem to have very little conscious
ness of criminality in making calls and visits on
the Sabbath among their friends and neighbors.
As a dissuasive from such a violation of the
divine command let me urge two motives upon
the minds of those who practice it. 1st. All
visits on the sabbath exert an injurious influ
ence upon yourself and family, and 2nd. You
cause those you visit to come under a similar
influence.
Such visits necessarily keep you from read
ing the Bible and other duties of the closet, du
ties, which are indispensable to the maintenance
of religion in the soul and which should receive
special attention on the sabbath, and can be
done no where so well as at home. Visiting
unfits you for the public duties of the Sanctua
ry and the house of prayer, thereby depriving
you of the benefit of those most efficient means
of good to the soul. If you are the head of a
family, that portion of it which is left at home
is without your guidance. The duty to sancti
fy the Sabbath extends to your children and
household as well as to yourself. Whatever
RELIGION OF THE PILGRIMS.
directions you may give to observe the Sabbath
at the Centennial Celebration
will most likely be disregarded; especially since From. Gov. Everett's Address
at Springfield.
you are seen to transgress the very command
‘The early writers have described to us their
you require others to obey. You also leave pilgrimage
the wilderness. There are
them exposed to the evil example and pernici few traits ofthrough
historical
to be compar
ous influence of intruders from other families. ed with it’ It was not adventure
merely
the
youthful and
Your visits also occasion to yourself, your beasts
cr domestics unnecessary and unlawful labour vigorous huntsman breasting his way through the
on the sabbath day. The command is that you tangled forest, scattering wild flowers and dewand all within your gates shall wholly sanctify the drops as he broke through the thicket. They
went in a company the aged and the young,the
day to the Lord.
women and the infants. Their flocks and their
The guilt consists not in the amount of labour herds yielded them sustenance, and their weary
performed; all unnecessary labour is clearly progress was cheered with the voice of their
forbidden and is therefore a sin against God.
spiritual leader, and the melody of anthems re
This habit is also injurious to the family you sounding through thesolemn aisles of the forest.
visit. It gives them additional labour on the Sir, even in this little history ot their journey to
sabbath, whatever may be the expressed desire the river we retrace the most important feature
of the visiters: there will necessarily be more of the character of the pilgrims. I am persuad
preparation than would be necessary if the fami ed that often as our forefathers have been spok
ly had been alone.
en of as religious men, full justice has hardly
The head of the family cannot instruct his yet been done to the topic. It is not merely
family in the presence of visiters. No family that in their enterprises, conduct, and the ordin
craves the character of being inhospitable and ary business of life, they acted as become reli
their members find it difficult to leave their vis gious men. This may be affirmed of a portion
iters, even to instruct the Sabbath School of mankind in all ages, and under every form of
class, or attend to the appropriate duties of the civil society. There is something in the Pil
grim settlers of New England, which lies much
day.
You introduce into the family you visit world deeper than this. I consider the strong reli
ly conversation. Even it it is religious con gious sense which animated them as the true
versation, it will probably take such a turn as to historical basis of the forms and institutions of
become of doubtful character, if not worse.—— civil society which they organized and transmit
Religious Sunday visiters often for want of oth ted to us. Born the subjects of a monarchy, ac
er topics to converse about, it for nothing else, customed to an hereditary nobility and a splen
will indulge in unprofitable, if not vain and did hierarchy, they put every thing at once
upon a footing of a broad down right political
worldly conversation.
Visits co your relatives, even your parents or and religious equality. Why, under what in
children, are for the most part attended with the fluences? Men do not like Divine Power create
worlds out of nothing. They modify the exist
same results.
Visiting the sick is also made an excuse for ing, and renovate, the ancient. Where did
calling on friends and neighbours. If these our fathers find the elements out of which they
visits are made for the purpose of affording such constructed the social edifice? They found
relief to the bodily and spiritual wants of the them in the Bible—in the spirit of that reli
sick as they will not be likely to obtain without gion which levels to the dust all human distinc
your visit, then you do an act of mercy, and tion, and, teaching us that there is no respect
your visit is not only lawful, but commendable. of persons with God, furnishes the great and
But to visit or call on the Lord s daj merely true basis ot a well understood and honestly ap
because there is a sick person in the family is plied equality among men.
It does not of course belong to me, nor to
pleading a weak and frivolous excuse. You
not only do a positive injury to yourself, but this place, to enter into a discussion of this or
your visit is commonly injurious to the sick per any other subject. I cannot, however forbear
son. The Sabbath is proverbially a hard day to observe that I have lately looked through the
for the sick. Triends and neighbors often come work of an intelligent French traveller, M. de

Tacqueville, a gentleman sent by hisgovernment plays which these make of his perfections and
to explore the condition of the penitentiaries glories. They talk of the dealings of God to
in this country. He professes himself a Catho wards them, and adore that faithfulness which
lic, and is consequently not likely to be under has overruled all things for their good. But
the influence of any prejudice in favor of the more especially is their conversation directed
prevailing religious character of the country— towards the all-interesting topic of redemption.
But he remarks that it was this which most ar They are never wearied in looking into this
rested his attention and after studying our in mighty subject, and never tired of speaking
stitutions with more care than any other foreign one to another of “the unsearchable riches of
er with whose writings I am acquainted; and Christ,” and of the wonders of that love “which
commenting with much freedom and occasional passeth knowledge. ’ With an interest unfelt
severity upon them, he comes to the conclusion on earth they watch the progress of Christ’s
that there is a more widely diffused and opera holy kingdom, and speak of it, and rejoice
tive sense of religion in the United States, than over it, if but one sinner is truly converted—
in any other country, and that this is the true if but one is added to the followers of the
basis of their political system. He states it as Lamb.
The joys of celestial beings, like their conver
an extraordinary contrast, that, in most of the
states ot Europe, religion, so far as it subsists, sation and their pursuits, are entirely of a reli
is mainly upheld by its alliance with the State gious character. Theirs are not the joys of vain
and is considered, in consequence by the mass mirth, nor the low pleasures of sense and sin.—
of the people as one of their burdens, and as No, they are religious joys. The heavenly in
one of the first things from which a deliverance habitants rejoice in God. They rejoice in his
is to be sought by means of a revolution; while adorable perfections and character. They re
in America, on the other hand, it is found to joice in his holy and righteous government.—
form the real secret of the firmness of the polit They rejoice in the all-sufficiency, loveliness
ical system rand that, amidst so many apparent and glory of their redeemer; in his finished
tendencies to fluctuation and change, an effi work of humiliation and suffering; and in the
cient principle of stability here exists in the stability, prosperity, and assured triumph of his
generally diffused influence of religious belief, holy kingdom.
The songs, too, of celestial beings, are all
and religious institutions on the public good.
I think this discriminating observation of the spiritual—songs of adoration and praise. When
French traveller does us no more than justice. 'J the heavens were open to the prophet Isaiah,
H ow much of the predominant religious charac he heard the seraphim singing, “Holy, holy,
ter described by him is to be referred to the in holy is the Lord God of hosts, the whole earth
fluence and example of our forefathers—the is full of his glory.” When the heavens were
men who settled New England! Sir, they were opened to the astonished shepherds, they heard
very great men; men of sterling worth. They the angels saying, “Glory to God in the high
hadsome faults, principally those of the age in est, and on earth peace, good will toward men.”
which they lived: but take them altogether, And when the heavens were opened to the be
the world has not seen their superiors among loved John on the Isle of Patmos, he heard
uninspired men. Their work has stood, because the host saying, “Worthy is the Lamb, to re
it was laid on a sound basis. Sir, it will stand ceive power, and riches, and wisdom, and
yet for ages, for it was founded on the rock of strength, and honor, and glory and blessing;
ages. Yes, they have achieved that which will for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God
not die. They established principles, they set by thy blood.” In short, if we wish to form a
examples,they founded systems of Government, correct and scriptural idea of heaven, we can,
which will serve as models to the end of the perhaps, best do it, by reading the fourth and
world. The race ot men has taken hold ot this I fifth chapters of the Revelation of John. For
inheritance of liberty and will not let it go. All J here the curtain is, as it were, drawn aside ; the
that now exists may be changed and subverted: ’ heavens are exposed to the view of mortals;
New England may cease to be the abode of I and we are permitted, for once, to look in, and
civilized men; revolutions may sweep the coun see the occupations of the blessed. There we
try, as if yonder river should rise and swell, and see the eternal throne and the eternal Jehovah
wash away the prosperous settlements, it now seated upon it. There are the elders and the
beautifies and enriches, but it is impossible that cherubim sitting and standing round about the
what has been done for the cause of human li throne, “having every one of them harps, and
berty and happiness, by the fathers of New golden vials full of odors, which are the pray
England should ever perish. If prostrated here, ers of saints.” In the midst of the throne,
it will revive in other regions and happier times. there is the Lamb that was slain—the Lord Je
The plan of a representative republic, which sus Christ—a principal object of love, of won
they devised, will go down with the scriptures der, and of worship to the celestial throng. At
from nrhlni,
principles are drawn to the latest various distances, and in different mansions
posterity, as the applioution made by tne Pil a.uutiU the throno, there are ten thousand times
thousands—a
grim fathers, of divine wisdom to the political ten thousand and u«uuo„.<«u
great multitude which no man can number—
affairs of men.’—N. Y. Observer.
singing with a loud voice, “Blessing, and honor,
WHAT IS HEAVEN?
and glory, and power be unto him that sitWithout attempting any laboured descrip teth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb for
tion of heaven, I would say, in the general that ever.”
This, is heaven. This is the idea which the
it is pre-eminently a religious state. All the
views given of heaven in the Scriptures repre scriptures give of the heavenly state. And it
sent its inhabitants as employed, engrossed conforms, I presume to the ideas entertained of
with the interesting and important subject of re heaven by the generality of Christians. We do
ligion. This is the subject of their thoughts not expect a Mahomedan paradise ; we do not
and studies, and of their communications one expect a heathenish elysium: we do not expect
with another. Heavenly beings are not think a heaven of carnal indulgence, or of sensual
ing, as we too often are in this world, of trade, J gratification. We are taught in the scriptures
of speculation, ot worldly profit—of buying, to expect, and we do expect, a heaven of un
and selling, and getting gain. They are not spotted holiness, of elevated devotion, of fer
scheming to rise one above another, in wealth, vent and perpetual piety. We expect the hea
in splendor, in honor, or in power.
Their venly state to be filled up forever with the du
thoughts are employed upon the infinitely no ties, services, and enjoyments of religion.
Now, the proposition which has been advan
bler subjects of religion and eternity. They
are thinking of God, of his glorious character ced, asserts, and it remains for me to prove,
perfections, and attributes. They are thinking that in order to see and enjoy this heaven—in
of Christ;—of the mysteries of his person, and order to be happy in it forever—sinners in a
the wonders of his love. With intense and state ot nature must experience an entire
growing interest, they are contemplating the change in the affections of their hearts. Or, in
works of God, and the displays which these the stronger language of our Saviour, they must
make of his power, his wisdom, and his love.— be born again in order to see the kingdom of God.
„
Nat. Preacher.
With this view, they ponder the vast work of
creation, that stupendous display of Almighty
IMPORTANCE OF INDUSTRY.
power, which spoke systems, suns, and worlds
into being—which formed, established, and
It may be advanced as a safe position, that
peopled the universe. With a still higher satis one very prevalent cause of the ignorance, idle
faction, they study the works of providence, ness, and consequent wretchedness that we wit
and learn how things once dark have been ness in the world, will be found in the fact, that
brought into the clearest light, and how events vast numbers of the young are permitted to
which on earth, were most mysterious and af grow up without any employment, and without
flictive have been overruled for the wisest ends. ever having been stimulated to propose to them
But there is a nobler employment for heavenly selves any prominent and valuable object of
beings than studying the works of creation and pursuit. Whether it be owing to the mistaken
providence. The wonders of redemption are views and the false ideas of indulgence in par
open before them: and it is into these things, ents, or to the natural propensity of the human
emphatically, that “the angels desire to look.” mind, certain it is that a vast body of children
It is the work of redemption—the noblest and are allowed to take their own course, and as soon
best of all the Divine works—which excites the as they are strong enough to run, commence
profoundest researches and the most delightful their career without a single thought of what is
meditations of celestial minds.
When on due to society, to their parents, to themselves.
the ground of the mysterious atonement, they Look around you in every direction, and will
see justice and mercy equally satisfied—seethe you not find hundreds who have apparently no
law honored, God glorified, and sinners saved, single object before them, beyond the indul
they break forth with an ecstacy, of which Paul gence of the hour, or a meagre provision for
knew something when he said, “O the depth of the day: Can you wonder that folly and vice
the riches both of the wisdom and the knowl prevail where this is case? And would you
edge of God! How unsearchable are his judg look among youth growing up in this way, for
ments! and his ways past finding out.”
those who are to benefit the community—who
And not only do the things which I have spo will furnish good examples, and add to the stock
ken occupy the thoughts of celestial beings, of human improvement, and human virtue and
they are the subject of their communications happiness? No, indeed—you will see him in
one* with another. That the blessed spirits that herd of leeches that are to drain the vitals
above enjoy a mutual, social intercourse, there of society of their blood. You will see them
can be no doubt, although at present we know hanging like an incubus upon the institutions of
not the manner in which this intercourse is con the community.
ducted. They are not solitary beings in heaven.
If, as every one will admit, that man is to be
They do not muse and meditate alone. They regarded as a public benefactor, who contrib
are united in their contemplations and their utes in the slightes t degree, to the improvement
joys, and have communication one with another of a plough, or to the structure of a useful im
the most free, and friendly and delightful.— plement in mechanics,then,surely,he who neith
And the subject of their communications, like er adds to the stock of public virtue, nor the
that of their thoughts and studies, is wholly means of advancement in the arts of life, must
spiritual, wholly religious. They converse of be regarded as a public injury. It is, then, of
God, of Christ, and of the Holy Spirit, and of- primary consequence that every young person
the high interests of the Redeemer’s kingdom. should set out with some point of importance
They talk of all the works of God, and the dis within his view, and to which he is to direct his

NO. 49.
intellectual energies. And here it should be
remembered, that in a very great degree, men
become what they determine to be. I do not
mean to say that they can counteract and pre
vent the course of Providence, or that all the
mad scenes of ambition and fraud will be suc
cessful ; but observation will justify the re
mark, that as a general rule, men accomplish
what they pursue, with a steady, honest, perse
vering aim.
Calamities and disappointments will indeed
overtake them, because they are the allotments
of a wise ruler, to the world in which we live •
but even here, it will usually be seen, that but
for these calamities the results would have jus
tified the previous calculations. Aim at excel
lence, young men, in whatsoever laudable un
dertaking you select, and excellence will be
yours. Aim at an honorable and useful position
in your country, and that position will reach
you. An ancient King of Sicily was trained a
potter, and when he reached his high distinc
tion, he used to place vessels of earthen ware
and others of gold, and silver before his cour
tiers:—“These,” said he, pointing to the form
er, “I used to make with industry and care, till
by my strength and valor, I was able to take
hold of the others,” pointing to the richer im
plements.
Without going to antiquity, we might find, in
our own times and in our own country, no small
number of cases which an early resolution to aim
at excellence, has led from the retirement of
country life and humble birth, to the most hon
orable stations in the gift of our republic. It
was this principle that worked in the mind of
Franklin, when as a stranger boy, he ate his
rolls in the streets of Philadelphia, while he
was without a shelter for his head. It was fid
ordinary boyish caprice, the impatience of con
trol that drove him from his home, but his mind
would not bear the pressure thrown upon it.—
His was a lofty mark, and he kept his eye upon
it with all the steadiness ot the most plodding
artisan, and with the coolness and self-denial of
a philosopher. He reached that mark and a
most noble one it was. His aim was usefulness
and while virtue, and literature, and science,
have friends, the world will not forget, that it
can never pay the debt that it owes him.—Prtsbyterian.
“1 WISH I WERE RICH.”

Among the poor, how much of restless anx
iety there is to be rich. How many wishes
are uttered in seewet, for wealth. How often
do they sigh for the splendor and ease of the
affluent, and feel as it they would count no ef
fort too laborious, no enterprise too hazardous,
which would bring about this fondly cherished
desire. And among some, to such an extent
are these feelings indulged that they gradually
gtuciate envy und ill-will.
But after all,happi
ness does not depend upon wealth, or any other
outward enjoyment. God never designed it
should depend upon these: and his .wisdom, as
displayed in the constitution of man’s intellect
ual nature, is a suitable theme for. constant and
devout admiration.
The secret of true happiness lies in a con
tented mind. This is the philosopher's stone,
by whose magical and potent powfer, we may
transmute our adversity into prosperity—our
poverty into wealth—our sorrow into joy-—our
pain into pleasure, and our sickness into health".
And this wonderful stone is within every man’s
reach. What greater evidence could we have
of God’s inexpressible goodness, than the fact
that he has placed it within man’s own power;
to avail himself of present enjoyment and fu
ture felicity?
The only man who may be truly said to be
rich is he who has and wants but little. Not
because he has it not, but because he wants it
not. For nothing can be more true, than the
olt-quoted line,
“Man wants but little here below.”

We have said that the secret of true happiness, is a contented mind. The rich, therefore
are scarcely, if ever happy. They are contin
ually wanting, and grasping after more. Or,
even if this is not the case, they hold on upon
that which they do not need, and no man can
be contented, il he wants that which he doe#
not need. Here the question might arise, “but
how much does a man need?” We will let an
ancient writer of great learning and celebrity
answer this question. “Having food and rai
ment, let us therewith be content.”
We exhort those, then, who are poor, no
longer to envy the rich; for could you see their
hearts, you would, oftentimes, be convinced,
that there was abundant more occasion for your
sympathy, than envy.
Stand, then, on the elevated ground of con
scious, dignified independence. Create no ar
tificial wants; and never, for a moment, desire
any thing which you do not really need. Learn
to scorn the luxuries and baubles with which
the rich contrive to satisfy wants which are in
satiable. Pursue this course for a short time,
and there is hardly a rich man in the nation, be
fore whom you may not stand up, and challenge
a compari sou of happiness.—Zion's Herald.
EARLY FRUGALITY.

In earlychildhood you lay the foundation of pov
erty or riches, in the habits you give your chil
dren. Teach them to save every thing;—not
for their own use, for that would make them
selfish—but for some use. Teach them to share
every thing with their playmates but never al
low them to destroy any thing. I once visited
a family where the most exact economy was
observed; yet nothing mean or uncomfortable.
It is the character of true economy to be as
comfortable with a little, as others are with
much. In this family, when the father brought
home a package, the older children would, of
their own accord, put away the paper and twine
neatly instead of throwing them into the fire,
or tearing them in pieces. If a little one want
ed a piece of twine to spin a top there it was in
readiness, or if any thing was upon the floor, the

...idicates truth, he clears it from the subter-1 tiamty in the world depends upon the obferva.
older children had no need to be told to put it the night; persecution hung over their meetings Adam's race, sunk in selfishness and flesh, wi1^ fuges of human folly, he sets forth its genuine ; tion of the Sabbath. Let this visible pledte of
—they were happy if they were not dragged only faint remains of moral feeling, and tar from importance. Then he convokes the assemblies ! allegiance be withdrawn, let this sacred time be
again in its place.—N. Y. Evangelitt.
to the idol’s temple and urged to join in the God and godliness. How is a wandering, fallen of men, he calls them to repentance and faith, j filled up by the cares and follies of the world,
idol worship. This is one reason probably, why and depraved world to be recalled to God, with he forms them into churches; he meets them for ■ let public prayer and sacraments, public preachthe apostles less frequently dwell upon the ex out that day which celebrates the works and the purpose of edification, exhortation, comfort. I ing of God's word and instruction of the igU0.
THE OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH.
press
duties of the Lord’s day in the New Tes word and grace of God—that day which re But when is all this to be done? Who is to 1 rant be neglected and virtually renounced— a!1d
To the Editor of the Gambier Obterrer.
tament; leaving it rather to the consciences of cognizes his authority over man—that day form the agreement for the time and place of; where is Christianity, where its bold upon nun,
Sir,—As the Ute Convention of the Diocese, .with
their converts and the universal conviction that which proclaims his intellectual and accounta meeting/ What is to oblige, invite, persuade j where its means of operation, where its healing
great unanimity, caused certain resolutions to be published
a Sabbath was of perpetual moral obligation, ble nature, his future, bis eternal hopes? The
application to the heart ?_
in your paper expressive of the sense of its members on
to fill up the detail. .The condition of domes Sabbath interposes a space between total irreli- of life, and make it possible for the great body of} Yes; God has bound every thing together. In
the subject of the alarming desecration of the Lord’s day
gion and the conscience of man; it puts in the
tic
slavery,
in
which
most
of
the
Gentile
con
and the importance of more urgent efforts, on the part of
mankind to assist at religious convocations?— appointing a Sabbath, he has not instituted a
verts were, would tend to increase the apostles’ claims of God upon the human heart.
ministers and friends of the Gospel, to remedy the evil,
The Holy Christian Sabbath. Without the ' useless, secondary, non-essential rite. The
Nor
i»
the
temporal
welfare
of
mankind
less
tenderness on the point. Still the first Chris
recommending that on the third Sunday of this month
tians kept holy the Lord’s day, the badge of concerned than their spiritual, in the observa Sabbath, all is confusion, destraction, defeat.— Sabbath was made for man—for such a
each clergyman of this diocese should preach to hi« people I their redemption, to the utmost of their power. tion of the Lord’s day. Man was created for You have no regular public ministry, no time ( creature as he is—in such a system of means,
on the observance of the Lord’s day, it has occurred to me ! When Christianity triumphed over emperors six days’ work, not for seven; his faculties can for calm attention to the preaching of the word, and with such a revelation as Christianity pro
that for the benefit of those who may be prevented from at- j and kings and statesmen and magistrates by not bear an unremitted strain. Children and no place for the grand instrument of awakening poses to him.
IV. So important is the Lord's day, that it
tending the sanctuary on thatdav,or in whose neighborhood i the mild influence of the truth, things were servants, and the laboring classes ol mankind, souls, and building up the Christian temple.
But public and private supplication, confes connects and holds together all the links
there is no clergyman ; for the use fcf lay-readers that Meg changed. The holy day of weeklj’ rest succeed (by far the more numerous, and the most liable
also may aid in furthering the object of the Convention’ ed the festivals ot the heathen worship. When to be oppressed,) require what this institution sion, giving of thanks, intercessions, are essen AND OBLIGATIONS OF HUMAN SOCIETY, which
and for the devout and serious perusal of all families of our England was converted in the course of the di gives—a day of repose, of refreshment, of reli tial to the application of Christianity. What is the violation of it tends to destroy. Govern
communion, at home, it would he well to occupy a large vine mercy, her Heathen rites ,her druidical gious recollection and peace. J he whole world religion without prayer? Where is the profes ment cannot subsist without religion. The in
sion ofthefaith ofChrist,without holysupplication stitution .which sustains Christianity, sustains
portion of your next paper and the succeeding one with the orgies, her savage customs, her brutal and rests and is still, that God may speak, that con
in assembled bodies, to seek the divine favor, .o those duties and habits, those virtues of the
science
may
resume
her
sway,
that
the
exhaust

idolatrous
sacrifices,
were
cast
away
—
and
the
subject of the Sabbath.
honor
the divine majesty; to avowour dependence heart, that mildness and humanity, that regard
ed
body
and
mind
may
recruit
their
powers,
and
love
of
God,
the
preaching
of
the
blessed
gos
For this purpose, I have selected two discourses of the i
be fitted for a more vigorous effort. The ut on the divine grace? How are the blessings of to truth and the sanctity of an oath, that sense
admirable volume of the present Bishop Wilson (of Cal- , pel, the singing praises to Christ, the celebra
most productive labor of man, is in the propor revelation to be obtained, without that humble of conscience and prospect of the tribunal of
eutta) the first on the importance of the right observation of\ tion of the mysteries ol his death, and the ob
tion ol rest and exertion, ordained by bis mer suit and united petition, to which God has been Christ, which strengthens human authority, pre
servation
of
the
hallowed
day
on
which
all
these
the Sabbath, the second on the guilt of violating the Lord's I
ciful Creator. The best prevention of disease pleased to attach them? The Sabbath abolished, serves the peace of communities and nation?,
were
to
be
performed,
succeeded
to
them.
—
Day, To insert the whole of tfiese discourses would oc- j
Christian legislators in our own, as in other is in the same provision. The prolongation of neglected,dishonored: prayer is bloted out from and is the bond of human society. The Sab
cupy too much space, I have therefore omitted such parts counties, arose to do what they could in guard human life depends on the like alternation of toil the earth; Christianity is paralysed; the humility bath recals all these great principles, impresses
as seemed the least in point. Let me affectionately urge ing the new institutions. They continued thus to and repose. The springs of pleasure are thus ofheart which distinguishes the faith of the Bible them anew when effaced, urges them when neg
upon all your subscribers a serious and self-examhig peru act. But still upon the consciences of individ augmented and purified. The satiety, the same from all other creeds, is no more. For it is lected, deepens them more and more, and pre
sal of these discourses. Let those who receive your pa uals has ever rested, and must rest the real and ness, the weariness, the uniformity of human the day of rest which gives time for prayer, serves them in activity upon the heart. If the
per, not only read them, hut circulate them among those effectual obligation.
The inhabitants of the life is broken; and a blessed, hallowed period which calls to public and private and domestic Sabbath be lost, man is selfish, proud, discon
who otherwise would not see them. Let Lay-Readers of nation, having submitted to the yoke of the for religion is interposed. The interval between devotion,which shuts out the world; and brings tented; disloyal, turbulent.
His conscience
the Diocese, divide them into suitable portions for reading gospel, assumed its profession in the celebration these seasons is neither so distant as to beineffec- man before the presence of his God.
becomes hardened, his passions restless, his sub
to the congregations in which they are appointed to serve of one day of religious joy. The covenant was I tual to its end, nor so near as to injure the real
And when, again, are the blessed sacraments mission to human authority reluctant. If the
and cause them to be heard by the people.
signed and sealed, as it were, in this visible ac ’ interests of our worldly callings—but, like eve- of Christ’s religion to be administered, if the Sabbath be duly observed, God governs the
CHAS. P. McILVAINE.
knowledgment of the Christian faith; but the , ry thing else in God’s revelation, unites the Christian Sabbath be obliterated, which is des moral and intellectual being, the law of God
spirit and conduct of individuals and families j prosperity of the soul wjth the highest welfare tined for the celebration of them, and without sustains the just rule of man, the grace and merIsaiah Iviii. 1, 2.
which they can never be decently and devout cy of God in Jesus Christ attract the weary
fill up the conditions of it. Thus it is a com ; of the body and concerns of man.
How great, then, is the importance of every ly attended? These are the external symbols sinner, the obligations of conscience are vigor,
Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, pact. If devout care of children and servants,
and shew my people their transgressions, and the house abstinence from ordinary duties and cheerful one’s falling in with the designs of this institu and pledges of the redeeming blood and sancti ous and effectual, peace reigns, w ithin the breast
of Jaeob their sins. Yet they seek me daily, and delight attendance upon the public and private offices tion!
Can any one estimate adequately the fying Spirit of our Lord. They are the pecu and willing subjection to authority as the ordi
to know my ways, a3 a nation that did righteously and
forsook not the ordinances of their God: they ask of of religion, mark the households of our towns soul, eternity, heaven and hell, God, Christ,sal liar channels and means of grace. They fol nance of God, follows. Civil society is con
me the ordinances of justice, they take delight in ap and cities, the compact is fulfilled. If care vation, pardon, hope, happiness—the whole in low the Bible, the ministry ot the word, prayer. tained and held together by the Sabbath; which
proaching to. God.
lessness, indifference, non-attendance, creep in tellectual, moral and religious welfare of man; They are the bond of communion between gives firmness and consistency to all the inter
Doctrine is not enough, precept is not upon the general body the compact is violated. formed after his Creator’s image,fallen from it by Christians and their divine Head. They con course of man with man,to all the engagements
enough, onsuch a subject as that which we have It may remain, indeed, in its form—the exter J sin, called to the renovation of it by the bless stitute a grand branch of the profession of the which cement honorable commerce and the af
Christian religion. But they stand upon the fairs of a peaceful agriculture; to all the current
been treating. We must address the conscience; nal law be unabrogated—the churches may ings and duties of the Christian Sabbath!
Look at the evils of the contrary abuse.— platform of the Sabbath, and expire with its opinions and feelings which form the standard of
we must be hold in our appeals to the heart of stand as before—the ministers of religion may
morals.
man—we must assert all the authority and ma retain their office,—but the compact is made See man sunk from real honors into the rank of fall.
The law of the Sabbath also unites all the
And what will become of the education ol
jesty of truth. The minister of religion must void. The Christian obligation is virtually ab the brute, see him lost in appetite, vice, lust,
not shrink from his task on such a question: he jured.. If the evil goes on, every outward or i carelessness; with nothing to redeem, nothing children, and the familiar communication of classes of men one with another, by teaching
must “cry aloud,' and spare not; he must show" der and regulation will be by degrees weakened, ' to call him back; nothing to restore: the Spirit truth to the vast body of the poor and ignorant, them their common origin, their common guilt,
the people of God “their transgressions, and evaded, contemned, and the Sabbath will be no , of God departed from him; a reprobate sense without a time and space for those duties, bank - their common mercies, their common duties.—
possessing and weighing down his Soul.
Tile ed in from the wild waste of worldly eares?— It places them before an Almighty Judge, and
the house of Jacob,” the professed church of more.
I ask, then, whether, in this view, the impor- 1 main difference between heathen and Christian Look at your Sunday schools, your infant shrivel into insignificance the petty distinctions
Christ; “their sins.” He must penetrate the
thin disguises which a false religion assumes, tance of the due observance of the Lord’s day ■ nations is the recurrence of a Sabbath, and of schools, your adult schools, your catechetical of rank and wealth, in the view of the eternal
and tear off the mask which a pretence of “seek is not immense? It is the fulfilment of a com j what follows upon it. The violation of this day lectures, your books and tracts for the young and albglorious Potentate. To meet in one
ing God and of delighting in his ways” may pact. Every act of violation tends to under in Christian countries, is the brand upon the and the poorer classes. Look at the open spot common temple, before one common Saviour, to
present: and must declare that the external ad mine the whole frame-work. Every wilful forehead of nominal religion. See the Sab left by the Sabbath for the erection of this spi supplicate one and the same salvation, sheds a
vantages and opportunities of religion only in breach has the guilt of breaking down the uni bath-breaker opening his shop, writing his let ritual machinery, and its easy operation and humanizing, softening influence, gives a com
crease the guilt of the nation which tramples on versal consent, of beginning a destructive habit, ters, preparing his accounts; see him entering blessed fruits. Abolish the Lord's day, and you mon sympathy, excites the feelings of brother
that very day, when all these benefits would of infecting the entire community. The good his office: see him imposing upon his servants, abolish the education of the population, the hood and intercommunity.
example, the influence, the devout conduct of his clerks, his dependants, the yoke of unper inculcation of primary truth, the diffusion of
The Sabbath tends to humble man, and thus
have their best effect.
We proceed,therefore: to set before you the each family, each person, goes to sustain the mitted and unholy labor. Observe him in lan religious know ledge, the amelioration and safe dispose him to all the duties of social and pub
general duty, to make the covenant valid, to on- guid carelessness, idling away the morn ing elevation in the scale of intellectual and moral lic life. The obstacles it removes. The pride
UNSPEAKABLE IMPORTANCE OF A RIGHT OB- j
• hours, and degrading, by excess and worldly being, of the very classes for whom the Sa and self-sufficiency of man it abates. It lays
SERVAT1ON OF THE Lord's DAY, WITH THE' able others to consecrate the day.
The place, then, which each separate action ! company, the evening. Notice the effect upon viour came, to whom he declared his gospel to the foundation of lowliness, suavity of temper,
evils of the opposite abuse—a subject dif
ficult to treat from its very magnitude, from the fills, is like a stone in an arch, important, not I his own mind and habits. He boasts of his li- be best adapted, and whose welfare, temporal forgiveness of injuries. It promotes a courte
ous, uhKging Carriage. “The rich and the poor
from superstitious fears, his and spiritual, he especially nonsuited.
multitude of topics which it embraces, and only as to its isolated magnitude, but from its’ l berty, his‘j.freedom
Consider, then, the unspeakable obligation of meet together, the Lord is the maker of them
*pi miniums.
tiut lie is
with the other parts, its necessity in
from the little perception men in general have coherence
Hie firmness nml
of the whole structure. the slave of covetousness of pride, of appetite. the Sabbath. On the means enumerated no one all.” The Sabbath annihilates human vanity,
of the sin of neglecting and hishonoring God’s
Look in this view at all the separate acts of The violation of the Sabbath draws with it the will dispute that the application of Christianity teaches that God is no respecter of persons,
most ancient institution.
the profane, the covetous the neglect of all other religious duties—prayer, depends—to those means God promises his exalts those of low degree. The Sabbath hu
For this may be premised; that the corrup all the careless,
amongst our population—see their family religion, reading of the Scriptures. Mis blessing—in and by these means the Holy Spi manizes man by the very neatness and cleanli
tion of man which resists generally all the great unbelieving
the evil done, not by the ery follows in the train. In vain he blus rit works. We do not speak too strongly when ness and frugality which it diffuses. Its good or
doctrines and duties of Christianity, may be Sabbaths—estimate
acts, but by the fearful influence, ters, and protests and affects independence; the we assert that the effiacy of our divine religion der, decency and comfort, elevate the moral
expected to press with peculiar violence against independent
the covenant broken, the stipulation trodden moral judgments of the Almighty overtake him —its holy influences—its transforming, reno character. Its mildness and calmness of devo
a barrier which, like the Lord’s day, is raised J by
against the whole current of that corruption. j under foot, the engagements rendered difficult ! —the selfish, earthly creature, vegetating ra vating power, very much depends on this one tion engender self-respect, in a proper sense of
impossible to themselves. Let no one ther than living,.is lost in shifting speculations ; single point, the sanctification of the Christian the word. Its doctrines and duties and sacra
Nor is it unimportant to add, that an institu- ; to others,
“I am but an individual,”—for the nation diffuses mischief all around: neglects and cor Sabbath. Every act of profanation of its holy ments and prayers subdue the ruder feelings,
tion like this, which takes men off from their say,
ordinary pursuits and gives them an interval of i is made up of individuals. Let no one say, ‘A rupts his children and servants: has no correc duties, every argument levelled against its au awaken the humane and tender associations, ex
religious rest and public worship of Almighty ' single act can be of small evil,”—for the obser tive to his jealous and irritated temper, no cor- thority, every example of a careless, irreligious pel the ruffian-passions, relieve the servant, (he
God, must, if abused, become, from the very vance of a national Sabbath is composed of sin ' dial to his drooping spirits, no prospects to family, neglecting its claims, goes to undo or j child, the dependant, from the oppression of the
nature of the case, a source of unnumbered gle acts. Let no one pretend, “The stream j enliven the future, no friend, no Saviour to re prevent the healing virtues of Christianity—it j austere master, and compose and mollify the in
vices and disorders; must draw into itself tor and current of religious duty cannot be stopped lieve him as to the past. The Sunday journal, goes to turn religion from a practical, holy, 1 tercourse of the world.
Take the opposite abuses, and tell me what
rents of those particular evils, which are ever by my particular resistance;” for the whole the Sunday festival, the Sunday amusements, blessed principle, into a form, a name, a pre
vices and outrages are not comftiitted upon the
ready to accumulate, as in a common recepta- . tide is constituted and impelled by the aggre fail to please. He sinks into lifeless desponden tence.
And this it becomes, as the abuse of the day Sabbath, when it is dishonored and violated.-—
cle, where space is given. There is no middle gation of unnumbered minute elements; and cy, or Irets with infuriated malice—all his noble
capacities perverted, because his God has been of God prevails. The ground on which we Of those who are executed as victims to the in«<
state here—the influence of the Sabbath for ■ every obstacle retards the flow.
press the immense importance of the Sabbath, ( fraction of the laws of their country, the greatgood or for evil upon nations, churches, fami- ! IL But estimate, in the next place, if you contemned, and the day of religion abused.
And mark his inhumanity and want of sym is from the evils which the violation of it occa- 1 er part date their ruin from the flagrant breachlies, individuals, is incalculable. It is meant to can, the importance of the universal observa
be the best and holiest day of the week; hut, if tion of the Christiun Sabbath, from its bearings pathy, with the feelings and miseries of his de sions. Sabbath breaking not only annuls the ' es of the sacred day. Of the hideous and fearperverted, it becomes the worst and most de upon man's temporal and spiritual wel pendants, the poor, the weak, the depressed.— sacred compact of Christian nations, not only ; ful sins of impurity and licentiousness, the Sabfare, as a fallen but accountable crea He robs the human family of the best boon of opposes the temporal and spiritual welfare of i bath is the season of the degrading habits of
structive.
But how shall we impress you most deeply ture. For is man, or is he not, an immortal heaven: he compels them to work when God man, as a feeble but accountable being: but i drunkenness the Sabbath is the period,the spot,
Ufrapineanddishonesty,
with this subject? Shall we show you that a being? Has he, or has he not; a soul allied to allowed them to repose; he chains down in vice prevents all the application of Christianity in its ' theoccasion. Schemes. Ufrapmeanddishonesty,
I he separate in- ; are almost all planned in theabused hours of the
due regard to the institution by a Christian na- i God, capable of knowing, destined to serve and ignorance three-fourths of mankind; he blessings to the human heart
tion is of the nature of a sacred compact?—( him, and utterly void of real happiness, till it raises a barrier against the entrance of light, stances of infringing the law of the Sabbath, Lord’s day. The first steps are perhaps not dis
That it is essential to man’s temporal and spirit be found in him? Has he, or has he not, re purity, salvation; he tends by his example to may appear of little moment. We see not the cernible. An occasional neglect of tfieordinances
ual welfare, as a fallen but accountable crea- ! ceived a revelation from Almighty God, accord abolish Christianity, to deny his God, to erect interior process of the evil—the outward garb of religion brings no instant profligacy of prin
ture? That it includes all the application ofj ing to which he will be judged at the last day ? the vain idol of an imaginary deity, and to sink of decent morals is not at once thrown off’. But ciple. Society is secure. But the tendency
look at the sure result. What is the Sabbath- soon appears. The moral sense is loosened.—
the Christian religion, and, in fact, its preserva-' Then, what is man’s truest interest, what his es at last into a practical Atheism.
III. But we proceed to show, that the due breaker about? Is he reading his Bible?—He The fear of God, like a barrier, being removed,
tion in the world? That it binds together all ! sential duty, what his first and noblest object ?
the links and obligations of civil society? That And what is the great hindrance to his real wel observation of the Lord’s day includes all never opens that book which condemns his sin. the torrent ol passion and concupiscence pours
it immediately respects the authority and ho-j fare—to his attention to his religious convic THE APPLICATION OF THE CHRISTIAN RELI Does he attend the ministry of God’s word? — out of itself. The danger is augmented from
nor of Almighty God, and his favor and bless- , tions? Is it not the pressure of earthly things, GION, and in fact, its preservation in the world : He dislikes more and more its admonitions, its, the concealed labyrinths of the process.—
ing upon a people?—And that, of course, the the undue magnitude and importance which, whilst the violation of its goes to the exactly calls to repentance. As his violation of the Should a loose companion say to a sober, reli
opposite abuse overturns every one of these from their proximity, they assume? Is it not contrary effect. For what is the Christian reli Sabbath increases, his disposition to attend the gious youth, on the morning of the Christian
the want of leisure for reflection, the want of a gion, without its means of instruction and public preaching of the gospel lessens, his reso Sabbath, “Go with- me to-day, ruin your health
things, and brings on the contrary evils?
May God assist us by the influences of his i realising apprehension of the truth of unseen grace? What is Christianity, with the Bible, lutions of returning to it become weaker, his re destroy your reputation, lose your money, kill
your aged parents with grief, be a companion
Spirit; that, having no end in view but his glory;' objects? Then the Sabbath gives all this lei the ministry of God’s word, without meditation gard for Christianity itself gradually expires
and depending lor sucess^ on no power but his sure, calls man off from all this turmoil, inter and prayer, without the education ot children Does he join in public or domestic prayer?— j of prostitutes, rob your master, break the laws
poses
a
day
of
repose,
of
recollection,
of
dis

without the familiar communication of truth to Alas! he has left off the devout practice since j of your country, scorn God, be executed as a
own; we may direct our inquiries with simpli
city, and obey the dictates of truth with unre tinct time for the care of his soul and the wor the poor and ignorant? And when and how the Sabbath has been broken. When he be- criminal, and plunge in the lake which burneth
ship of God. The Sabbath raises the standard are these means to be put into effect, if the day gan the occasional neglect, first of a part, and J with fire and brimstone”—certainly the undeserved courage and joy !
I. I'or what, in fact, is the observation of the of his moral feelings, brings him to act upon appointed for that very purpose is desecrated, then of the whole of that sacred day, prayer, bauched youth would tremble and flee. But
Christian Sabbath, but a most sacred com his higher nature.his mind,his rational part, his dishonored, lost? At the Substratum of these was not altogether forgotten. Some private j the tempter conceals all this?he only says,
pact; and what the abuse of it but the viola responsibility to an eternal Judge. The neces methods of instruction is laid the Holy Sab devotions lingered amongst his habits—educa- “Do not go to church to-day, spend the day
tion of that compact? It is obvious, that it can sities of the body chiefly occupy the six days : bath—this gives the time, the space, the mon tion and conscience had not wholly lost their with me;”— all the rest follows of course :—
only be by the very general and almost univer the immortal destiny of man and his ultimate itory call, the privilege, the motive for the em force. But the evil acquired strength. The J “the companion of fools shall be destroyed.”—
sal agreement of a nation, that secular affairs vocation by the gospel, claiming the seventh. ployment of them.
Sunday was first wearisome, then disgusting, The Sabbath-breaker is in truth prepared for
can be suspended, business stopped, public re Nothing more tends to improve all the faculties,
There stands Christianity—it speaks in the then perverted to occasional, and lastly to con every enormity, and every crime. He is a bold
creation and amusements forbidden, offices and to quicken the practical judgment, to mature Bible, the inspired book of God, “able to make tinued, indulgences of a secular kind—and with transgressor; he practically denies God's right
establishments closed, the ministers of religion and invigorate the powers of mind, to enlarge man wise unto salvation,” which every one is this, prayer was renounced, forgotten. And , to be worshipped,’lionored/rever'enced, obeyed
furnished with protection in the discharge of the sphere and multiply the sources of intellect ! bound to read, to search, to meditate upon.— ^!Ll,a.8. L! . ,S.
He says, God is not an object of admiration,
their duties, the interruptions of open profliga- j ual pleasure, to open the widest avenues to hap- But when?
On the day of the Bible, the day sacrament, or with the religious education of fear, gratitude, love. He that thus contemns
cy prevented, Christian assemblies authorized, j piness, to unite man with his true end, than the which the very first history in its pages insti the young, and the poor and ignorant? He God, has no regard for man. Society is not
churches erected for their use—in short, the > care of the soul and the celebration of the di tutes and hallows. Blot out the Sabbath, you may promote the pride of intellectual knowledge : safe with him. He may he restrained from
whole frame-work of the public worship of God , vine worship.
make the regular and deliberate study of the he may diffuse a literature tinged with infideli
set up and continued. Laws are the expres- j It is to be further borne in mind, that man is Scriptures impossible to the vast body of man ty, he may nourish the daring spirit of inquiry crime by selfish motives; he is not restrained
by conscience and religious ones.
sions of public opinion—and go a certain length fallen, corrupted, propense to the external ob kind.
which a false philosophy proclaims; but the
Cast an eye on any one Lord’s day in our
both negatively in the repression of open in jects which surround hi.n—that the Lord's day
Christianity stands forth—she designates an solid, religious, useful education of the young great towns, and especially in our metropolis.—
sults on Christianity, and positively in sustain is not merely the day of religious duty and rest order of men to preach her blessed tidings—she and ignorant in their immortal destinies, in their
ing and supporting the ministers and officers of but the restoring, the awakening day—the day institutes the ministry of the word—she bids accountableness to God, in their duties to their Follow the Sabbath-breakers through the day.
the sanctuary. But ai| tfie reaj operation and of recovery and reformation. It tends to bring the faithful pastor, evangelist, and ambassador Creator, Redeemer, Sanctifier, he utterly neg Class them. Tell me who they are. Count up
success of such a system rests upon the com man back to recollection, to seriousness, to of grace, go into all the world, preach the fall lects and opposes. In short, if the real want of their actions during the course of the sacred
hours. Penetrate their secret chamber. Sec
pact and covenant of a Christian people one penitence, to prayer. If the Sabbath be dese
recovery of man, take out truth from the religious character in the violator of God’s holy the influence of their doings on the subsequent
with another, and with their gracious God and crated, his original disease gains ground, his and
day
could
be
estimated,
it
would
be
found
to
written
volume
and
apply
it
to
the
conscience,
Saviour.
convalescence, only incipient and doubtful, is open it to the understanding, press it upon the be just in the proportion as that institution was week. Society totters under their crimes.—
Observe the families, the establishments for
The scattered converts of the first Christian suspended, and his whole spiritual prosperity heart of man. There stands the minister of forsaken.
merchandise, the offices, the posts of public re
churches could only celebrate their Sabbaths and existence are endangered. It is not of Christ, “as the voice of one crying in the wil
Nor is it too much to say, startling as it may sponsibility which they fill—and trace fbe
in early darkness, or the unobserved hours of Adam uncorrupted that we speak, but of derness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord.” He
sound in some cars, that the existence of Chris- srime«, the outrages, the neglects, the false-

yoke, the praises of redemption gloomy, the largements of heart, what consolations of pray,
offices of prayer and supplication a weariness. er, what gifts of pardon, what tokens of accep.
And this is what you really mean—your thin tance, what anticipations of heaven ! The testi
disguises conceal not your dislike to religion mony of God to his own day, on any one recur,
and the name of Christ. We understand you. rence of it, confirms all our arguments for its
You are at ease in secular employs ; spiritual inestimable value. Yes, blessed Sabbath, we
are strange. You show then, that all is to be go forth to meet thee as thou revisitest man ;
gin in the business of your salvation—enter we hail thee as the court day of our Sovereign
heartily upon that, and the Sabbath will be and Lord ; we rejoice in thy return as the open
BRINGS HIS FAVOR AND BLESSING Upon a peo honored as it ought.
throne presented to us for approaching our Hea
3. I make a similar reply to the plea of the venly Father; we behold thee as testifying of
ple ; whilst the profanation of it provokes his
excessive hurry of affairs, of the “impos our Redeemer’s resurrection—we honor thee as
highest displeasure.
For the Sabbath is God’s day , it is the Lord’s sibility of finding time to give a whole day to the peculiar province of the Holy Spirit; we
tribute;.it is the acknowledgment which he re religion : besides, you only violate the Sunday behold thee uniting all that can interest and
quires for all his blessings, temporal and spirit occasionally, and as you affirm reluctantly 1”— bless man—creation with all its natural benefits
ual; it is the mark of regard and reverence Ihe plain meaning of all which is, that worldly —redemption with all its remedial grace—hea
which he demands from man. What, then, can things are so important, and eternal so trivial, ven with all its consummating glories.
so immediately touch his honor as the wilful pro that six days are too few for the first, ind one
fanation of this institution ? It precisely de too long for the second. The more lawful busi
THE OBSERVER.
monstrates man’s contempt and ingratitude, ness any Christian has, the more is the necessi
his pride and secularity, his secret enmity ty of a thorough religious interval on the Sab GAMBIElt, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 12, 183C.
against the government, and dislike of the wor bath increased. Every man must find time to
ship of his God.
die, and ought to find time for devoting to God
Erratum.—In our notice, in the last Observer of the
The easier the observance of it is, the more that day which prepares for death. Nor does ordinations at the late Convention, we inadvertently insert
grevious insult to the majesty of heaven is its worldly business ever proceed so prosperously, ed the name of the Rev. E. Punderson, among- those of
violation. The greater the benefit which it is as when subordinated to religion.
the persons ordained Presbyters, for that of the Rev. Hen
4. And why should I pause to refute the ry Payne.
calculated to confer upon man, both in body and
soul, the more perverse and unreasonable is his miserable excuse, “that you see not that per
sons who go so much to church are better
disobedience.
Bishop’s Visitation. — Since the Convention the Bish
The clearer, again, the light of that dispen than others”—which is false in fact. Those op has visited the parishes in Painesville, Batavia, Wind
sation of the gospel under which he lives, the who attend the house of God with any sincerity
deeper becomes that moral criminality which are better than others; and those who do not, sor, Rome, Ahstabula, Unionville, Canfield and Massil
the sin against so much light brings with it.— yet are acquiring habits of public reverence to lon.
At Painesville the new Church was consecrated,and sev
The more free from false doctrines our creed the Almighty, and are kept out of a thousand
and themore favorable our position for a distinct temptations, which the breaking of the Sabbath en confirmed. The Church is well finished and furnished
view of our duty, the higher presumption is in would present. And if all attended the wor and is provided with an excellent bell and organ. All the
ship of God aright, all would .become, not bet sittings have been taken. The Rev. J. T. Eaton has been
volved in our neglect of it.
It is not possible for the mind of man to ter than others would then be, but better than elected to the Rectorship and has accepted the office. Three
measure the dimensions of that guilt, which the ; they now are—all would be true servants of persons were confirmed at Chardon, seven at Batavia, six
of whom were from Parkman, six at Windsor, two at
deliberate profanation of the Lord’s day under God, and heirsof heaven
5. You have still pleas in reserve—“the im Rome, thirteen at Unionville, eighteen at St. Peter’s Ash
the gospel dispensation, in a free protestant
mediate sacrifice of your temporal interests, tabula, five at St. Alatthqw’s Ashtabula.
country, involves.
To admit the truth of a divine revelation, the rivalry of neighbors, the general example
The new Church (St. Stephens) at Canfield was conse
and then reject the first and most" remarkable of persons of your trade or profession, the crated on the 27th of Sept, when William Mitchell M.D.
feature which distinguishes that religion from necessity of THE case,—unwilling as you are was ordained a Deacon. On the following day the Bish
every ether—the only institution which includes to violate the Sabbath, and ready to agree to op laid the corner stone of the Church now being erected
all the worship, all the adoration, all the prayer, close your shops, your counting-houses, your in Massillon.
all the spiritual duties of that religion—is an offices, if others would do the same ; the inu
inconsistency in itself, as well as an affront put til ity of one in a circle acting without the con
Convention of Tennessee.—The Convention of the
upon our Almighty benefactor, which no words currence of all’—excuses which would over Church in Tennessee was held in July, the Journal of
can adequately express. And this, when our turn all morals and religion, and make every
country acknowledges a Sabbath, when the laws man a judge of his measure of obedience to which lias just com^to hand. Bishop Otey and five Cler
protect us in some measure in the observation God. If on the ground of an alleged necessi gymen, and representativesfrom four parishes were in atten
of it, when the habits and usages of commerce ty, or of waiting for the concert of others, we dance. The principal topic of the Bishop’s address was the
are suspended, when some ingenuity must be may violate an express command of God, establishment on the southern borders of the Diocese of a
employed and some force done to our feelings, where are we to stop? what commandment will literary and Theological Institution, in which the south
and some loss of reputation hazarded, in violat retain its force? Why not break the second western Dioceses are expected to unite. It has been some
ing the command !
as well as the fourth? Why not plead against time in contemplation and the Bishop’s lute visit to the south
A command which, were there no religious the sixth or eighth in the same strain? The was to procure assistance and co-operation from that quar
obligations, man would be glad enough to fulfil . very foundation of Christian faith is to obey ter. But for reasons of a local nature the application was
which, if he could choose it for himself, and God rather than man. Six days’ work with the postponed. The object, however, is still cherished, and a
employ it to his own ends, and separate it from divine blessing, is infinitely better than seven Committee,authorized to employ agents to promote it, was
the authority of the Almighty, he would re without. The excuse is cowardice, the fear of appointed by the Convention.
joice to celebrate—which his bodily powers de man, unbelief. Venture and God will bless you.
We observe also that a Committee was appointed to
mand, which his fatigue persuades, which his You shall be recompensed a hundred-fold in this take measures for the publication of a religious paper for
satiety with the uniformity of worldly pursuits life, and “in the world to come shall have life the Diocese.
invites,*—but which, because God requires it, everlasting.”
because religion fixes her eye upon it, because
G. But I am interrupted by another class of Rev. G. Weller D. D. was appointed Secretary.
Rev. Messrs Weller and Polk and Messrs Shelby and I’’.
his highest spiritual duties concur with his tem objectors, persons of better education as they
poral interest, in enjoining it, he spurns and consider themselves, and higher advantages of B. Fogg were chosen members of the standing Committee.
•contemns ; thus demonstrating the bitter root station in society, who allege “that public wor
From the Christian Witness.
of enmity against God, from which his rebellion ship is for the poor and uninstructed—but that
GREECE.
for tbemsolvee they riAvt? t.wss neeii nif tt
springs.
Hcccnt
Schools at tStfrei.
.And yet men in Christian countries expect —they have little to learn—it is enough that
Editor,— As inquiries are continually made of me
God to bless them; they affect to be his wor- they venerate the Deity at home.” Vain and in Mr.
relation to the late excitement against the Missionaries
sippers, they call themselves by his name, they miserable pretexts ! Who have so much need in Greece,I have thought it might he well to communicate
of
the
Sabbath
as
those,
who
from
pride
of
in
profess a genera! reliance upon his providence,
through your interesting paper, some statements from late
they allow that the affairs of empires, nations, tellect and luxurious indulgence and vicious ex letters of my wife on the subject, for the information of
families, individuals, only prosper by his favor ample, are ordinarily further from God and members of the Church. Under date of May 10th, she
—
and mercy. But how can they reasonably look practical religion, than any other class? They says;
“Thursday, the 28th April, was a day of sad confusion
have
little
to
learn!
when
they
prove
by
their
for this favor and this mercy, if they profane
in Syra. I was unusally busy in the morning, (if that can
the day which is the seal and pledge of both ? very excuse, that they “know nothing yet as well be the case,) and not ready to go to school until near
Can a people thus insulting God in the institu they ought to know.” And is not the Lord’s nine, when word was brought to me that many of the pu
were going away. The school had been unusually
tion which must immediately affect bis honor, day designed to honor God, td acknowledge his pils
thin for two or three days, but I had thought nothing of
really believe that he will bless and prosper benefits, to celebrate his praises, to implore his it.
1 went immediately to the school, and observed an
them ? No, my brethren: let us first reverence grace, to enjoy communion of spirit with him, unusual number of persons in the street. As 1 approach
his name, let us first “turn away our foot,” from to prepare for meeting him at the throne of ed the house there was quite a crowd. They gave way,
trampling upon his holy day, let us . first put judgment? And are not these obligations however, for me to pass, but I found the steps leading to the
fillet! with men and boys. I asked what they want
away from us “the accursed thing,” which, like strong in proportion to the divine benefits in school
ed, saying that this was not a school for boys. Some re
Achan, infects our camp ; and then, and not providence, to our dangers and temptations, plied that they came for their children,—others for their
before, may we hope for the abiding goodness and the influence which our example might sisters. I said, “very well,—if you wish to remove them,
of God to repose upon us, and for the Lord to have upon others? Yes, the rich and great are take them and go, but do not make a noise or confusion
most of all bound to the sanctification ot the day here.” They dispersed immediately,—but, on going in, I
delight himself in us.
found every thing in sad confusion. The children and paBut what are the excuses which men assign of God.
: rents were all in a state of alarm at, they scarcely knew
II. Let us, then, cease from such wretched what. The school had been very full, early in the morn
for the desecration of the Sabbath—a sin
against which such mighty reasons lie, and the pleas, which cannot deceive ourselves, much ing before the hour of beginning, and Helena was writing
her lessons, when three or four, and some more of the mo
guilt of which is of so aggravated a hue?— less others, and which strengthen the argu thers
caine,—one saying that she was going to Tenos,
Let us, in conclusion, strengthen our argument ment they in vain attempt to evade; and let us another to Naxos, thus making various pretences for tak
by exposing the weakness of the opposing ex ENTER FULLY A ND DETERMINATELY ON THE ing away their children. At first it awakened no suspi
cuses : let us then resolve on no half measures, RELIGIOUS DUTY OF HONORING GoD. Half cion, but presently she found that the same women had
out where some of the children were at play, trying
but to enter without delay on the full perform measures never succeed in moral questions, and gone
to persuade others to go with them. On going to inquire'
ance of our duty; let us lastly notice, the ad least of all on the Sabbath, where the casuist is the cause she found that the children were running off in
ditional bunds we are under to consecrate the a man’s own passions, and temptation perverts various directions, very, much alarmed, and saying, “they
Sabbath, from the immense honor which God the judge who has to decide. So long as half shall not seal me,”—“I will not be a Freemason ,” &e.—:
has put upon it by the blessings of his grace and measures are taken, Satan and the world push Upon this she sent for me. There was evidently a great
their victory—the will remains entangled—new excitement. An old woman, who lives behind the schoolprovidence in every age.
house, came in and began scolding both the women and
I. For what are the excuses which men pleas of interruption are framed—every Sun men. Pointing tome, she said,—“it is true, she is a
allege in extenuation of the neglect of the day day the pressure of business or the solicitations Frank,—but what are all these letters on the walls, are
of pleasure are strengthened—whilst the dis they not Greek? Is it a sin to teach your children to read
of God ?
sew? Are they not much better now than when she
1. Do they say that “every day under the position to serve God is weakened. Make at and
first came here? for shame! for shame!” Several respectaGospel is to be kept holy”? They say truly ; once a bold stand, and the duty will become ble gentlemen now came and entreated me to close the
but each in its own manner. The working day easy. The enemy will yield. Satan will be school, if only for one day, until the public tumult had
Your worldly companions will subsided,—assuring me that the mob had already broken
is kept holy, as we have already shown, by per discomfited.
the windows in Mr. Hildner’s school, demolished the
forming diligently the duties of our callings, and cease to molest. You will begin to find a plea all
and were about to set fire to it. Ihey stated that
interweaving religious feelings and exercises sure in religion. God will hear your prayers. doors,
they would probably come here and do the same, as the
therein ; the Sabbath by celebrating devoutly Conscience will be at peace. The only hap whole town was in an uproar. I replied'—“I am a wo
-the express worship of God. The six days, if py man in this world is he that “follows God ful- man, and all present here are females, surely they will not
molest us. God is here, as every where present, and I am
given up to religious acts, would be idleness, b-”
III. Let the immense honor which God not in the least afraid. If you have children and fear any
superstition, and tempting of God ; the seventh,
thing, take them and go;—those that do not fear can re
if not dedicated to them, is impiety, pride, and ON HIS PART HAS BEEN PLEASED TO PUT UPON main.” Having argued with me a long time, and finding
the
Sabbath,
and
the
blessing
of
his
grace
and
contempt of the Almighty. Nor does he who
that they produced no effect; they said one to another,
pretends the universal sanctity to which the providence which he has vouchsafed on it, con “she has not the least fear?” This seemed to excite much
clude
the
subject,
and
impress
every
heart
with
astonishment, and they left me, assuring me that the rab
Christian is called, as a palliation of Sunday vi
ble would certainly destroy every thing. There were on
olations, ever serve God at all. If he knew an additional conviction of the incalculable im ly
one or two exceptions. Three or four men and women
portance
of
a
right
observation
of
the
Lord
’
s
any thing of that delightful employment, all his
brought their children back and told them to remain, say
day.
We
have
alludedto
this
more
than
once.
ing, “You have got nothing but good here,—why should
affections would centre on that privileged day
which God has given him for communion with And well we may. For what an honor has God we fear?” The school was kept open until twelve, al
wc had but six children who remained with us__
himself, and for public and private acts of sol put upon this institution throughout the whole though
We held school again in the afternoon and have continued
dispensation of the Gospel ? Who can trace to
emn devotion.
do so ever since. Some person went to Mr. Leeves, and
2. But you charge the due observation of out its history! Who can number the souls told him that the mob had broken all the windows, and ev
the Sabbath with pharisaical strictness; you converted, the graces of Christians quickened, ery thing else, in my school. He came in great haste, and
found us, by that time, pretty tranquil, with about fifteen
sav “the demand is enthusiastic, precise, puri the sorrows of the afflicted consoled, the influ or
twenty pupils. His appearance, however, excited fresh
tanical, intolerable.” But you forget then all ence of the Holy Spirit granted, the assurances commotion,
and several girls instantly fled, saying,—“ah/
the benignity of the blessed Saviour, which of the Saviour’s presence vouchsafed, the ser this is the one who has come to seal us. Mr. L. suppos
swept away the inventions of man, and recalled mons and prayers and sacraments rendered ef ed that our school was the only one disturbed, but when 1
the institution from the austerities of the scribes fectual. Figure to yourself what has been told him what had been said, he went to Mr. Hildner’s,
precisely the same scene had been transacted. This,
to its primitive simplicity ; and you feign a se transacted on all the Sabbaths throughout all where
however, was not all. The Government school and Gym
verity which does not exist, except you consid the world, since the promulgation of the Chris nasium had been alike disturbed. Every species of false
er piety as a task, the love of your Saviour a tian faith. You find that almost all the glory hood had been spread abroad against us,—that we were go
of Christianity has shone upon the Sabbath.— ing to make the children Americans and Freemasons,—
* During the excesses of the French Revolution, at the You find that God has wrought most of his that we sealed them in five places, &c. &c. The school
close of the last century, Christianity and its Sabbath were works of grace upon the Sabbath. You find continues very small, and the children are evidently much
abolished—but the mere necessities of man s nature com that the blessed Saviour has been most glorified afraid of us. We cannot walk the street without meeting
pelled that infidel and atheistic government to institute a upon the Sabbath. You find that the Holy with insult, and having the rabble cry after us, “Freema
sons.” It is really getting to be a serious affair,—and not,
day of rest of their own, what they called a decade, occur Spirit has exerted his agency most upon the as we at first supposed, a tumult that would immediately
ring every tenth day. A confession this of the reasonable
blow over. Out of eighty pupils wc have now but thirty .
Sabbath.
What
confessions
of
sins,
what
en

ness of the divine command,'
hoods, the subterfuges, the nefarious and dark
designs which the profanation of the Lord’s day
has engendered or matured—Yes, you have
vice in all its forms and enormities, in the one
sin of Sabbath-breaking.
But the consideration is too painful. I hasten
to point out, in the last place,
V. That the observation of the Sabbath im
mediately honors Almighty God, and

seven left, and of these the whole are not regularly present. 1 peared at Athens, and will probabl^x^^^55^59^^55
Scarcely any of the more advanced children have returned. tnent. The former, comparatively speaking)r&?t cxc|teHow much do all these things make me rejoice that you smooth and soft-spoken words. YVe are living in trovfJ, of
have gone home, and that you went just when you did.— some times, but the Lord our God is great and good, and
If you had not gone then, theie has been no time since can make even the wrath of man to praise him. 1 seem
when you would have been willing to leave. Our school always to be forced to write in a hurry, but the truth is that
is particularly ill spoken ot. Ibis, in my opinion, as well I am always in a hurry. I hope that when Miss Brayton
as in that of the brethren, is because it is known that I am is out of quarantine that I shall have a little more leisure
alone, and it is therfore supposed that it will be more easy At present we are troubled and perplexed on every side,
to destroy it. May God give us all grace and wisdom from but not dismayed. May the Lord direct and guide us
above, that we may walk circumspectly, and make even our and not permit his cause to suffer through any ill judged
enemies to be at peace with us. We need wisdom given measures of ours. Professor Bambas has replied to the
us for every day. Like Tenos, Naxos and Santorini, it is first pamphlet, and, as we all think, very well.
_ ,
said, are to be made places of miracle-working. Even Sy
Time allows me to add to these extracts from my wife s
ra is also mentioned, and a new church is to be built--- letters only one or two remarks. YVhile the Missionaries
Wbereunto do all these things tend? Still we all feel are willing, for the sake of Jesus and his truth, to expose
happy and cheerful, believing that God will make our path their persons and those most dear to them, to peril, there
plain, and that it is not for us to despair, but labor in faith. can be no good reason for the Christian public to be dis
Do you remember a Turkish girl who joined the school not couraged. Ihe only sacrifices which the friends of the
long before you left'* She was one of the largest pupils, cause, at home, are called upon to make, is, that of a por
and very poor and ignorant. On the day of the disturb- i tion of their time or their substance, or both. To these,
ance she stood firmly by me, saying that she was not afraid j we trust, their fervent prayers are frequently added, that
and would not leave me, even if all the others did. Her God would sustain us in all our trials, endue us with dis
foster father, however, came for her, and, with an angrv cretion and wisdom from on high, and make even the most
voice and manner, commanded her to leave the room, say adverse circumstances (to human view,) turn out to the
ing that he would not have her made a Freemason. She furtherance of his blessed Gospel.
very reluctantly obeyed, and when she had descended the
J. J. Robertson.
Boston, 13th Sept. 1836.
steps he beat her, and ordered her instantly home. He is
miserably poor, and subsists by begging and carrying wa
ter. Y'et he has taken this girl with her mother and broth
Hon. Walter Lowkie,—Secretary of the Senate of the
er, and had them baptized. A few days after he had taken United States, has accepted the office of Coriespondino
the child, I met him in the street. He appeared, at first, Secretary of the Western Foreign Missionary Society; and
to avoid us, but, at length, we spoke to him, and asked in a circular just published, he shows the immediate want
where his daughter was, and why she did not come to school. of thirty.seven labourers in fields ready to be occupied.—
When those around him had retired, and he thought that Mr. L. offers to instruct in the written language of China
he should not he overheard, he said, that the 1 rustees of any persons who may put themselves under his care for
the Chureli had been to him and told him that he must not that purpose. In a letter to the editor of the Pittsburg
suffer the child to go, and that afterwards, a priest came, Herald, Mr. L. mentions that the Chinese almost worship
and threatened, in ease he should allow her to go, that both their written language—<S. N. Journal.
he and the girl should be excommunicated. Yet, said he,
“she cries all the time, and to-day I had to beat her in or
der to make her stay at home. I will wait a few days and
see what other lies they will tell, and then I will send her
again.” She came back a day or two afterwards wearing a
A special meeting of the Board of Trus
new Phez, (red scull-cap,) which the Trustees had given
tees
of the Theological Seminary of the Prot.her, In the hope of keeping her from the school. She has
continued until to daj, when she told me that the family Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio,
were going to remove to Naxos.
May II. What shall I say to you that you may hear the will be held at Gambier on Wednesday the
tiuth and yet not suffer it to give you anxiety. Be assur
ed that I speak the truth when I assure you that I have nut 2nd day of November next. A general at
the least fear, arid that the children, through God’s good tendance is earnestly requested.
ness, seem as fearless as myself. God will keep us in perfect
By order of the President,
peace while we stay ourselves on him. Syra is certainly in
a sad state of tumult. Yesterday a girl, going to the foun
M. T. C. WING, Sec'y.
tain for water, was accosted by a Monk, and told that she
must leave her jar, return to the town and tell the priests
that they must open the church for prayer ; for that some
SU MM ARY.
dreadful event was about to take place and Syra was to be
overthrown. She returned, spread the report, and thou
Howdoin College.— The graduating class consisted of 22.
sands assembled about the church, demanding that it should
be opened at that unusual hour. The church was at length The degree of A. AI. was conferred on 18; that of AI. D.
opened, prayer offered and the people directed to disperse. on 26. Several honorary degrees were also conferred, that
Just at this moment a soldier appeared, sent to break up of D. D. upon Thomas Price of London.—TYem York
the assembly, when the rabble cried out, “he is a Freema Observer.
son, and fire will now fall from Heaven and destroy us all.”
The Rev. D. Peabody, of Worcester, has been appointed
The noise and confusion became general, with screaming Professor of Rhetoric and Sacred Criticism, in the Western
and crying of women and children. At length they dis Reserve College, Ohio,
persed and wandered about the town, exciting the people
The corner stone of Ihe first bridge ever built over the
to destroy the houses of the Americans. They went to Ohio, was laid with much parade, and with appropriate
the house of Mr. Leeves, broke several of his windows anil ceremonies, at Louisville, on the 5th iust.
very much alarmed his children. Mr. Leeves sent to Mr.
It is staled as a remarkable fact that in the Portuge»e
Hildner’s and here, to learn if we had been alarmed, offer
ing, if I wished it, that Air. Wenger should come and territory, in India, containing upwards of nine hundred
and
sixty thousand inhabitants, there is not a single print
sleep here. This message came at 11 at night, and after I
had retired to rest. Twice previously there had been a ing office.
loud knocking at the gate, hut when it was opened, nobody
Elder John Williams, a descendant of Roger Williams,
could be seen. I now learn, that, through the kindness of is now living at Burrillvile, R. I., being neat ly 94 years of
our neighbor, Mr. Ralli, wc were saved from an assault— age.
He kept in parley, at his house more than a dozen men that
March of Colonization__ The present year has done great
had come with clubs for the purpose of entering here,— things to the Colonization Society. Its receipts for the
Aware of the public excitement, he sent for an armed month ending on the ,20th of July, have been $7,330,
guard to disperse them, which was effected with some diffi about $2,000 of which have been obtained by the Rev.
culty. He is now going to have a door from his garret in Air. Guriev, the secretary, during his recent mission to
to ours, in order that the children and myself, in ease of the Western and South Western states. In addition to
alarm, may be able to escape there. The king has gone this sum,"he has obtained subscriptions and pledges to the
upon a visit to Germany, and it is supposed that this ren amount'of $6,000.
ders the people more lawless. I trust that the excitement
A number of liberal bequests have been made to the so
will be soon over. 1 have been to school as usual, but we ciety within a short time past, and the amount of those
• -..lz
day.
u. v ^..Fucien tb i..
iT.tti.ln u short period, 'file ex
May 17. Syra is still in a disturbed state. The night ecutors of the late James Green, ot Mississippi, have al
after I closed my last, Mr. Ralli, and our missionary ready appropriated nearly ten thousand dollars to colonizing
friends were so anxious about us, that I consented to allow purposes, under the provision of his will; and it is under
two men to come and sleep here. On Thursday evening stood that they intend to make a farther application of
our prayer-meeting was held at Mr. Leeves, house, and twenty five thousand dollars to the same noble object.--'
another attack was made upon it. Mr. L. and myself seem Com. Adv.
to be particularly obnoxious; though the disturbance has
been twice repeated at Mr. Hildner’s school, and not at all
FOREIGN.
renewed at our’s. But evil-minded persons have been very i
busy in visiting the parents of our children and persauding
New Orleans papers to the 14th irlt. contain late intelli
them not to send them to the school. We now never have gence from Alexico.
in attendance more than one or two and twenty. Some
A proclamation of five and a half columns of the Diareturn for a day or two and then leave again. It is quite reo promulgated by the General Congress, calls all Mexi
discouraging, and 1 now feel compelled to be there all the cans to arms, to continue the war against Texas.
time, lest some new disturbance should occur. There
Tne forced loans of the government are extorted with
have been one or two slight shocks of an earthquake, and great severity even from foreigners. Ammunition, provi
this is all attributed to us. On Sunday it was said that sions and clothing have been sent to Aletamoras and 4000
the town was to he overthrown and great commotion pre men spoken of to join the party stationed there.
vailed. This was because of an Eclipse. Providentially
The new mine of Guadaloupe and Carvo in the state of
an English Corvette arrived on Friday, and, in consequence Chihauhau, has produced since the middle of January unto
of this state of tilings, remained until Monday morning. the end of June, in gold and silver, to the amount of
The mob have threatened to set fire to our houses, but, as 403,000 dollars.
we do not own them, I think that there is no great danger.
Great preparations are made in Mexico by the Minister
I had the happpiness, on Friday last, to get Dr. Milnor’s of War, to equip completely the army of operations against
letter of Feb. 5th. It was truly a cordial to my heart, and Texas.
most sincerely did I thank God for it.
It "’as generally rumored in Mexico that the r.ew com
May 29. My composure under my trials has rendered mander in chief of the army of operations against Tex
me quite a wonder to myself, hut it appears as though my as, would be either D. Anastastic Bustamente or General
difficylties would never cease. My last teacher, Helena, Bravo.
has left me to day, so that I am left entirely alone. What
Texas.— Gen. Houston chosen PresidentAnother at
1 am to do I know not. She is to be married the coming tempt to rescue Santa Anna--- A New-Orleans paper of
week, and I knew nothing of it until to-day. The Spirit Sept. 15th says : “YVe have this moment learned by an ar
still exhibited here is very had. IIow it will end He who rival from Galvaston, Texas, the following information
rules above alone can tell. The pamphlet, which lias from that quarter. The election there has resulted in the
caused so much trouble here, has been republished at Smyr election of Houston to the Presidency, and Lamar to the
na and Athens. It is said that a New Testament has been Vice Presidency. Another attempt, which proved unsuc
torn up in front of Mr. Hill’s house. It is evident that cessful, has been made by a Spaniard, of the name of Pays
every thing will be done to render our situation here un to rescue Santa Anna. Upon being examine^!, he stated
comfortable. I do not repine, but rejoice that you are that he was employed for the purpose bv the Mexican
gone, for you will be able to make every desirable arrange Consul of this city; this however, is doubtless void of all
ment in regard to the Mission. God has been very graci foundation.
ous to me and not suffered me to fear or be dismayed.—
The armed Mexican schr. Terrible had taken several pri
Let not any of these things move you, but remain as long zes, which were sent in for adj udication.
from home as may be necessary for the accomplishment of
The Texian army, about 3,000 strong bad removed
all the purposes for which you have gone.
their encampment to the Garcite, near Matagorda Bay.
May 30. In regard to the school I am utterly at a loss
By an arrival at this port, New York London papers
what I ought to do. At this time to give it up, would be have been received to August 23d.
a great gain to our enemies, and yesterday, although Sun
The ultra-liberal party were carrying all before them In
day, and no teachers, we had more children in attendance Spain. O.i the 13th of August a regiment of military
than any Sunday since the disturbance. Indeed for some stationed near the royal palace of St. Ildefonso, the resi
days past the children have been more regular, and the dence of the Queen, 40 miles N. by W. of Aladrid, rose in
same ones constantly in attendance. Mr. Hildner may, insurrection, and being joined by the other troops, com
perhaps be able to procure me a teacher in Tenos. One pelled the Queen to authorize them to swear to the consti
offered her service on Saturdayt but her attainments are tution of 1812. On the 15th, this constitution and a
very small, I have much to contend with, vet if a wish
in the ministry were publicly proclaimed in tha
could bring you here it should he suppressed. I endeavor change
Aladrid Gazette.
to be as light-hearted as possible, but my cares, you well
The change in the Spanish ministry, having been foreknow, are many, great and oppressive. Y'et the Lord can,
and I trust will sustain me. 1 long to write you a full and seen from the moment the Constitution of 1812 was pro
circumstantial letter, but my wish is vain, as I am utterly claimed in the eliief towns of the south of Spain, had pro
unable. Not one moment have I had to sit down to-day, duced no marked effect on the Spanish securities in the
and my letter must be closed almost immediately. I shall London market. The circumstance that several known
keep school, as well as I can, perhaps with the aid of a very friends ot Alendizabel are members of the new ministry,
poor teacher, perhaps with none. I should give a vacation inspired some hope in the holders of the stock, which rose
were it not for the state of the public mind. I hope that about one percent, on the arrival of the news; that he does
you will gain much flesh and strength, but the condition not himself take office, as part of it, was felt to be dis
of things around us, will prevent any of us from growing couraging, and as an indication that the new ministry is
young here. The idea tfpat you are in our native land helps not likely to last long.
The British Parliament was prorogued or> the 20 of Au
me wonderfully to sustain myself.
.
June 5. I have just had a call from Mr. Hildner, who gust.
The report of the death of General Evans, in Spain,
has had a letter to-day from Mr. Jetter, saying that the turns out to be incorrect.—New York Observer.
Plague is increasing in Smyrna, that the people are leavin'*
France__ Appointment of French Minister to the United
in great numbers, and that all business at the public offices
is suspended. The pamphlet which has done so much mis States. — A paris paper of August 19th says-. “ I oe King,
by an ordinance of the 4th inst. has appointed M. Serrurichief here, is now causing an excitement there.
June 20. Miss Brayton, the young lady who has come er, to be his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo
through her father’s kind liberality, to be a teacher for our tentiary at Rio Janeiro, and AI. Edward Pontais, in the
children, is now here in quarantine. I have sent Marga same quality, to the United States of America.”—N. Y.
ret and a servant to keep her company. Her confinement Observer.
The Plague in Smyrna. —The New York Commercial
will last eleven days. I am exceedingly sorry that she
should have such an introduction here. It is now very says, that letters Irom Air. Brewer and Air, Brown, dated
warm and 1 fear that they will suffer in that wretched and June 20th and 30th, give a melancholy account of the rav
exposed''situation.
Our school is gradually increasing ages made by the plague. Just before’their arrival, it made
again by new comers. YVe had twenty-six pupils to-day‘ its appearance in the Turkish quarter of Smyrna. Fisc
but what I am to do for a teacher I know not. I find the, months previous, it contained a population of thirty thou 
hot weather very oppressive, and it is very laborious to have sand, chiefly lurks, and at the date of the letter, “there
to go to school so often, and remain so long as is now ne were not enough of living to bury the dead. ” Out of two
cessary. Another and more bitter pamphlet has just ap thousand Jews, not. two hundred survived the malady.
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nerve, and all that makes existence desirable, for the sake
food and rum, and he could not resist; and of
money to lavish on the pitiful vanity of display. These
becoming her religious character; but she firm out eternity? Take, then, possession of this and
thus
these
children,
even
more
desolate
than
or

occur to the traveller on his passaae in s
rOETHY.
ly though meekly resisted every solicitation, heart, O God, and disdain not to raise it to thy phans, were doomed by those who daily nlied reflections
boat from Paris to London.
°
S,eam
and preferred her new and more elevated plea throne: and so subject all its emotions to thy their baskets, to hopeless ignorance, and utter
1 observed that a considerable number of passenger* car
From the Protestant Episcopalian.
sures. During the summer ot her visit to Syria, self, that none may ever again arise which may and irretrievable moral ruin and death. Shall ried a comfortable picknick box or basket with them and
HOPE IN TROUBLE.
her health had become delicate, but not so not be comformable to thy will, and which tend we ask, where will fall the responsibility for all spread their own table. With some, doubtless, this provi
sion proceeded from a fastidious taste that feared some poi
much so as to cause any serious alarm. During not to thy glorv. Io a word, most merciful fa
When musing sorrow weeps the past
human wretchedness? Let every reader, sonous dirt would be found in the common fare of a steam
the winter at Mahon, she became more feeble, ther,! beseech thee so to dispose of every event this
And mourns the present pain,
who
gives
encouragement
to
street
begging
by
boat. But with many, I presume, it arose from a habit,
’Tis sweet to think ot peace at last,
but in the spring she began to regain her health that I may live in thy peace, and that I may die children, answer.—V. Y- Jour. Com.
which presents a marked difference between the people of
And feel that death is gain.
in
thy
favor
and
in
tfiy
love.
and there was every promise of a return to her
England and of America—I mean the liahit of economy,
It
has
been
already
stated,
that
the
above
’Tis not that murmuring thoughts arise,
native land, and to many much-loved friends.
lu America we are ashamed of economy. It is this feel
And dread a Father s will;
MISCELLANY.
ing which would forbid among us such a practice as that
It was at this time she spoke with pleasure of was written without the knowledge of any one,
’Tis not that meek submission Hies,
referred to, and not only this, but a great many more and
publicly declaring to the world what the grace at a time when the apprehensions ot her family
And would not suffer still;—
From the New York Observer.
better practices. In England economy stands out promi
concerning her health were nearly removed and
of
God
had
done
for
her,
and
what
she
was
re

A
PKKILOUS
KNCOUNTBft
WITH
AN
ICBBKBG
ON
THE
BANKS
OF
nently; it presides over the arrangement of a family; it
It is that heaven-born faith surveys
solved, by that same grace, to do, in evidence she herself spoke with pleasure of a public
Newfoundland.
The path that leads to light,
is openly professed, and fears no reproach. A man is not
of her love and gratitude. It was at this time, avowal of her Saviour, as soon as she should
On the 30th of June the ship Byron left Liverpool for ashamed to say of a certain indulgence, that he cannot af
And longs her eagle plumes to raise,
New York, heavily laden with iron, salt, Ac., and having ford it. A gentleman says to you, “I drive a pony chaise
And lose herself in sight.
that unknown to any one on earth, she commit reach her native land.
But Providence thought fit to order it other on board, in passengers and crew, 119 or 120 souls. After this year; I have put down my horse and gig, because f
ted to paper the following devout exercises of
It is that hope with ardor glows,
about one third of the way, we were detained by a cannot pay the tax.” A man whose income and expenses,
soul, which will serve to confirm all which lias wise; and to land her happy spirit on the shores passing
To see Him face to face,
calm of more than a week’s continuance. The tediousness and style of living far exceed almost anything to be found
Whose dying love no language knows
been said above and to give the sweetest assur of a heavenly country. Not long after this, un of the time was in a measure diverted by reading and con among us, still saysof something quite beyond him, which
Sufficient art to trace.
ance to her surviving friends, that hers was the favorable symptoms occasionally appeared, and versation, and by bathing, swimming, and rowing in the his wealthier neighbour does, “We are not rich enough
"K
*
death of the righteous.
*
*
*
* made her kind parents anxious to reach this “open sea.” One afternoon, a vessel east-ward bound, sent for that. ”
It is that harrass’d conscience feels
her boat to us, requesting provisions, and for the little gen
One of the most distinguished men in England said to
The pongs of struggling sin;
In it she manifests a holy familiarity with the country. On their passage over the Atlantic erously
afforded, she bore down upon us in the evening, me, when speaking of wines at his table, “The wine I
And sees, though far, the land that heals
spirit and character of that Saviour, in whom they were alternately encouraged by hope and and gratefully
us a cask of water. This was the first should prefer is claret, but I cannot afford it: and so I
And ends the strife within.
depressed by fear. The shores of America of two Englishsentvessels
she was enabled to put her whole trust.
that received some assistance from drink my own gooseberry.” I have heard that many fam
O let me wing my hallow’d flight,
were
at
length
in
sight,
and
their
daughter
was
our
ship
during
the
passage. Such acts of kindness on the ilies carry the principle so far, that they determine exactly
Let
the
young
votary
of
pleasure,
read
the
From earth-born woe and care,
high seas are creditable to our nature, and combine with how many dinners they can give in a year, and to how ma
following testimony from this young and inter yet alive, and hope still comforted all the hearts other
And soar above these clouds of night,
influences to banish war, and bind the nations togeth ny guests—nay more, and how many dishes they can put
My Saviour's bliss to share !
esting woman, and resolve to go and do like which loved her. But He in whose hands are er in love. Frequent visits from families of porpoises upon the table, when they do entertain.
the
winds
and
waves,
saw
fit
to
disappoint
every
The frankness on the subject of economy is among us n
wise.
us. On one occasion a mortal wound was given
hope. The earthly haven was seen, but never amused
one by a spear thrown by our captain. The noble ani thing almost unheard of. Not that we are more wealthy,
“Sunday, \5th March, 1835. In what I have reached by the living object of their tender so to
JUVENILE.
mal dashed furiously about in great agony, coloring the but, as 1 conceive less wise. The competition of domesbeen employed since I received the gift of my licitude. Adverse winds arose which drove water with the blood that flowed in a stream from the tic life among us is too keen to admit of any such confes
Abridged from the Southern Churchman.
reason? My life has been employed and divid them from the shore, and while the stately ves wound, ltsoon became exhausted, and was drawn up on sions of internal weakness. We practice economy by
OBITUARY NOTICE OF MISS HARRIET PATTER ed amid a thousand different occupations—they
dead. With such incidents the time passed slowly stealth. Nor is that the worst of it: for one consequence
sel was tossing to and fro on the mountain wave, deck
away, until we drew near the Banks.
ot this habit of feeling is, that wc practice too little.—
SON, DAUGIITBR OF COMMODORE PATTERSON have been so different that they may be said to
seeking
harbour
but
in
vain,
the
spirit
of
this
We
looked for soundings with much anxiety; because When a stranger looks upon the strife of busiuess in our
OF THE UNITED STATES* NAVY.
have proceeded from entirely different princi lovely, interesting, and redeemed young woman we hoped
for fresh amusement in fishing, and because from villages and eities, lie imagines that he sees a very covetous
*****
*
*
ples; yet when I carefully consider it, 1 perceive was suddenly and unexpectedly taken up to the this point we expected to pass more rapidly to the termina people; but a nearer observation would show him that
Were we asked to specify one among the all these pursuits arise from one and the same haven of everlasting rest. On the following tion of our tedious voyage; some of us to rejoin our fami much of this eager, and absorbing, and almost slavish oc
most difficult and unpromising subjects for the source, and lead to the same end. I have been day the majestic Delaware was seen passing lies and friends, but most to behold the land for which they cupation, is necessary to sustain the heavy drains of domes
operation of divine grace; whose genuine con possessed with the love of the world—1 have from the now calmed Atlantic, through the had forsaken their own, and in which they desired to live, tic expenditure. It is extravagance at home, that chains
many a man to the counter and countingroom. And this
and to die.
version should magnify the divine power, we sought it—I have loved it—I have adored it, in Capes into the safe and quiet harbor which she to labor
It wasou the morning of the third of August; 34 days extravagance is of his own choosing; becuuse he knows
would select a lovely, accomplished young wo a word, it has been the scene and substance of had been seeking, bearing the mortal remains out, in Lat. 44, 22 Lon. 48, 50, that a scene occurred no other way of distinguishing himself, but by the style
man, who after having been born and bred in my life—and what has it profited me? Have of the departed child, and the weeping relatives which can never be effaced from the memory of one on of living. Would he but conceive that he might better
hoard. It was the watch of the first mate, a man of great elevate himself in society, by having a well-read library, by
the lap of indulgence, been educated in all that my passions become less violent? has my heart
sympathizing crew. On the third day it fidelity, hut being indisposed his place was taken by anoth improving his mind and conversation, by cultivating some
is calculated to accomplish and beautify both enjoyed more satisfaction or more rest? has not and
anchored
opposite
Norfolk,
and
according
to
er. An unusual degree of levity and thoughtless security graceful but comparatively cheap accomplishment, he
mind and person, been caressed and admired by the contrary been the case, and have I not of
arrangements, the remains of the de among the passengers, had just given place to sleep. And might live a wiser man, and die a richer. Who could
parents and friends, is now surrounded by all ten felt, even in my gayest moments, a pang of previous
ceased,
accompanied
bereaved family now all was still, save the tread of the watch on deck, or hesitate to choose between such a family, and one whose
that birth, and station, and flattering attendants remorse and reproach that my thoughts were so and a large number ofbythetheofficers
occasional toll of the bell to warn fishing craft, if near, house was filled with gorgeous furniture—where the wife
and crew, the
of ourapproach, but we bad more need to he warned our and daughters are dressed in the gayest of the fashion,
can furnish, to make herself as satisfied and as little devoted to my Maker? A large portion were first carried into the body of Christ
Church
selves than to give warning to others of approaching dan and the husband and father, banishes himself the livelong
happy as this world can make a human being__ of my life has already passed with a rapidity
About two o’clock A. M. a hurried step awoke the day, and half the night, from that pleasant mansion, to toil
What wonder-workingprinciple can sicken that which astonishes me; and as for the remainder, where the funeral service was performed by the ger.
writer of this sketch; and the rapid whispering of some and drudge in the dusty warehouse? He sleeps in a very
young woman with herself and the world, and whatever it may be, it cannot be great in ex Right Rev. Bishop Meade, with some appropri created the suspicion that all was not right. Springing grand house: he lives in a countingroom!—Detroit Jour
lead her up to heaven for such joys as earth has tent. Though my heart should succeed to ate remarks, and afterward conveyed to the from his berth, he asked one of the men, near the cabin nal.
hot to give! Such a young and accomplished practise on my mind the grossest illusions— church-yard adjoining the city; where it was door, what was the matter, “We are in the midst of ice,”
lie, “Will you inform the captain and male?” The
Discovery of America.—It is announced in a rec?nt
woman was Miss II. Patterson; and such a trans though I might easily persuade myself of that consigned to the grave made ready lor its recep said
captain was instantly on deck! he ran forward to look out. Paris paper that the Royal Society of Northern antiquari
forming influence did the religion of Christ ex which I desire—I am well convinced that I tion.
In a moment the vessel, going at the rate of 5 knots, struck ans, at Copenhagen, are about to publish a work relative
On the tombstone which covers that spot, the as if against a solid rock. It was an island of ice! It lif to the discovery of America, which will throw some naw
ert over her character. Her natural disposition could not for a moment imagine that these things
its head above the water, more than 100 feet, and lean
was uncommonly amiable, and her personal ap which I have so much loved, could be of any passing traveller may read the last words of the ted
light upon the subject. It will be entitled, “ Intiquitatos
over, as if ready to fall down upon us. The word was American®,” and will contain the accounts extant in Ice
pearance interesting and commanding. To these use in the world to come, since it is thus that I precious manuscript she left behind :—Most ed
given
to
put
up
the
helm
and
back
the
sails.
As
the
sai
landic and other Scandinavian manuscripts, relative to voy
were added all the improvements of the most should judge in all eternity—in that state where merciful Father, I beseech thee so to dispose lors were hastening to obey the latter order,—as the terri ages
of Discovery made to North America by the Scandi
polished education which Philadelphia could the truth shall discover itself—all undisguised. of every event that I may live in thy peace, and fied passengers were rushing on deck and looking up at the navians in the 10th and following centuries. It will com
afford, under the special guidance of devoted Should I not at once renounce those vain pur that I may die in thy favor and in thy love.”— immense, overhanging, freezing mass, the ship struck prise most authentic and indisputable testimony, that they
with increased force.
0 what a shock! Crash! discovered North America towards the close or the Will
parents and aunts. Her education completed suits—those empty and false amusements and The interment took place on Friday, and on the again
Crash! it seemed as if the masts were falling one after an
she removed to Washington, where her father images—and seek the Truth: that inexhausti following Sundaya funeral discourse was preach other on the deck. The second mate entered the cabin century, repeatedly visited it during the 11th 12th 13th
14th centuries, and some settlements were made in the
held a high military command, and where for ble source of light of strength, of satisfaction ed before a large and attentive assembly, by and clapping his hands together exclaimed, “My God! and
12th century by them as colonists. It is said, moreover,
several years, she had every opportunity of grat and happiness? I do not fear that thou wilt re Bishop Meade, from these words, “Favor is de our bows are stove in—we’re all gone.” An awful death that this work will show, with great apparent probability,
now inevitable. In this moment of general pan amounting almost to certainty, that it was a knowledge of
ifying her desires for the follies and vanities of ject me, O mighty and loving Redeemer. I ceitful and beauty is vain, but a woman that appeared
ic, the commanding officer gave orders to “clear away the these facts which prompted Columbus to undertake hi*
the world. In this metropolis of pleasure,fasli- fear not that thou wilt disdain to accept the feareth the Lord she shall be praised.”
boat.” Then, while the knife was being applied to the memorable expedition.—Boston Sentinel.
To the gay and thoughtless young women of cordage
ion, rank, and splendor, she was flattered, ad heart now offered thee, notwithstanding it has
fastening her alongside the ship, a rush was made
mired, carressed, and thus became still more so repeatedly refused thy gracious invitations. our land especially to those who were acquaint to her by men and women. That small boat was in a mo
Steam v. Horses.—It would require 12 stage coaches,’
enamored of the world. Nor was Washington, Thou art able to do this if justice were thine ed with the deceased in the days of her vanity, ment filled with 30 or 40 persons. It seems utterly mar carrying fifteen passengers each, and 1200 horses, to taka
vellous that she did not break down precipitating every
the
above
obituary,
with
the
faithful
testimony
only
attribute.
But
as
thou
art
as
merciful
as
with its gayeties and pageantry, to be the only
soul into the deep. Had this taken place, our command 180 passengers 240 miles, in 24 hours at the rate of 10 miles
theatre on which she was to seek for this world’s just—as this mercy is inexhaustible and unwea of Miss Harriet Patterson, is affectionately ing officer must have shared the same fate, for, from a de an hour. One locomotive steam engine will take that
number, and go two trips in the same time, consequently
the writer. Would they be blest sire to gain possession of her for himself and crew, or to >.H1
happiness. Her father being ordered on a ried—as thou wilt not be always chiding, nei dedicated by __
do the wui k of 21.00 horses! Again, it would require
X -1a,.t the tinsel able crowd tnat nan got into nor trom destruc
‘keenest then thine nnxrer for nvor’ I
cruise in the Mediterranean, determined gVp ther
tion—it may he from both motives—he entered the boat thirty mail coaches (six passengers each) and 3000 horses
his family with him, consisting of Mrs. Patter hope that thou wilt accept the tardy offering of
to
take
180 passengers and mail 210 miles in 24 hours, nt
and stood in her until he drove out every one at the point
TEMPERANCE.
son, two sons and three daughters, of whom my heart; lroun this quarter, then, I feel that I
of the sword. Then was a scene of terror! In front of the rate of ten miles an hour. One locomotive steam en
the subject of this notice was the eldest.' In have nothing to fear. But, O my God, it is my
the cabin the passengers were collected, half naked—some gine will take that number, and go two trips in the same
STREET BEGGING.
on their knees calling for mercy,—some clapping their time, consequently will do the work of 6000!—Christian
full health; and in the bloom of youth with an weakness and levity, my inconsistency, that
and uttering the most appalling shrieks. Nothing Watchman.
The writer of this was informed on a cold hands,
inquiring and highly-cultivated mind, and a terrify me! 1 fear this heart which seeks thee
distinctly could be heard. All was confusion and horror.
heart full of this world, she left her native land now, may soon again forsake thee, and return stormy day last winter that a certain family in It was enough to penetrate a heart of stone. Some, more
The Grape—D. Hogg, a British traveller, speakiag
to visit the most interesting places in the old to the vain and flattering objects it has so of Elizabeth street was suffering for want. He collected, were dressing themselves preparing to resist the of the luxuriant growth of vegetables upon the older lavas
ten
pursued.
I
know
it
sufficiently
to
convince
found the place in which they lived without dif cold, if perchanee they should survive on the wreck. Oth at the base of Mount Etna, says, “The grapes are here uni
world, and still more perfectly to cultivate the
accomplishments already acquired. “When [ me that there is no excess or injustice of which ficulty. It was a cellar, the ceiling of which ers were looking for something to lash themselves to for versally cut down to within six inches of the ground, a mode
for a time in the water. There,you might see one of cultivation which accounts for the superior excellence
she joined the ship,” (said one who was w
well j it is incapable; but, O my God, I also know the was nearly on a level with the street. The suppoit
with a safety-belt.slung over his skirt endeavoring to fill it and strength of Sicilian wines.”-- Vermont Chronicle.
qualified to speak,) “she was in fine health, and . infinite extent of thy. .power and -goodness—I floor rested upon the earth and had become de with air, there, another, pale and agitated, enquiring “Is
so continued for two years. Cheerful in dis- 1 know that thou canst subdue and establish in} cayed with continual dampness. Whenever it there any hope?” And there, one standing as if in sullen
List of Lettei’s
position with a mind well-stored, and features ! keart in peace—-I know that it is easy to make rained, the water came copiously into the room. despair, saying “It is no use to do any thing. We must
so beautiful as to excite admiration wherever , tkyself master of it and to attach it to thee in A large hole had been beaten through the floor die.” “Are we sinking, uncle?” cries a dear boy. A Remaining in the Post Office at Gambier, October 1st 1836.
James Binning, Mrs. M. A. Bronson, Mrs. II. Bledsoe,
running to a brave sailor says “Wont you save me?”
she went; kind in her feelings toward all, and j ‘bonds of a perpetual covenant, never to be for- to prevent its accumulation. The place was child
And the loud wailing and lamentation from the crowd Mrs. Mariah Cox, W. W. Clarke, Thomas Dixon, IL W.
blending feminine modesty with great sociable- : gotlen- Moreover, thou art wanting neither in dimly lighted by one small window. In one rose
higher and higher. Then, as if to close the painful Davis, Album Foote, Miss Eliza Ferreell, J. E. Goodrich,
ness, she soon became a favorite with all of us. mercy nor in goodness to do it—may I not then corner stood a crazy bedstead, and upon it scene, the ship struck again on her quarter. The shock Luther Jones, John Harden 2, Henry Lybarger, A. L.
“We arrived in the Mediterranean in Septem hope to realize the blessed effects of thine holy were a mass of rags, which appeared never to reverberared like thunder making every joint of the vessel Mehurin, Simon Litzenhurg, Andrew Clayton, James B.
as if coming apart.
Hope .now fully fled: all Cracken, It. H. Nash, James McCurdy, Annanias Mulber, 1832, and during that and the following influence? Refuse me not, O Lord, my God have been changed or washed, while constant shake
hearts were dismayed : tlie despairing cry was renewed,and fold, Robert Moore, W. H. Moore, L. D. Shoemaker,
—
refuse
me
not
any
of
those
helps
of
thy
grace
year visited nearly all the cities along its shores,
ly occupied as a bed for months. In another the most calm braced themselves in preparation for imme Wm. MeScott 2, T. S. Stocket, Amos Janes Shyme, Wm.
including Athens and Constantinople. At the which may so attach me to thee, ‘that neither corner was a heap of rubbish, together with di diate death. Even the dogs cowered down on the deck in A. Thompson, C. C. Townsend, Mr. Resley jr, Roset &
death,
nor
life,
nor
angels,
nor
principalities,
Bicking, Isaac Wright, John Wier, Thomas Gore.
former place, the Commodore was accommo
vers well soiled begging baskets which revealed silence.
M. T. C. WING, P. M.
It appeared that at the first shock against the mountain
dated at the house of our Missionaries, Mr. and nor things present, nor things to come, nor the the occupation of some of the inmates of the
Gambier, October 1st 1836.
jib-boom was broken and thrown over the bows into
Mrs. Hill, and a mutual friendship was formed heights of prosperity, nor the depths of adver wretched place. On the hearth was a quantity the
the
vessel.
The
second
shock
carried
away
the
bowsprit,
between the families. The summer of 1834 was sity, nor any other created thing, may be able of smouldering saw dust, and hovering over the head, uud cutwater, lodging the timbers across the bows.—
Bishop Mcllvaine’s Charge.
UST published at this office, Bishop Mcllvaine s second
spent chiefly in visiting Egypt and Syria.— to separate’me either from the love with'which smoking mass were two childfen, one apparent Mad it struck on either side, or had it struck the hull, we
Charge to the Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Church
While the ship remained at Alexandria, we pro thou dost honour mein Jesus Christ, or that ly about three, and the other five years old— must have perished, hut, by the mercy of God, the hull
of Ohio, delivered before the Nineteenth Annual Conven
was uninjured. After the bowsprit was carried away, the
ceeded to Jaffa or Joppa, and from thence made which I am ever bound to have for thee, both Many questions were asked, but no intelligible stem
tion of the Diocese, at Cleveland, Sept. 9th. 1S36. Or
of
the
ship
must
have
been
held
down
for
a
minute
information could be obtained respecting the by the overhanging column ; and her not immediately ris ders for copies addressed to Rev. M- T. C. Wing will b«
a visit to Jerusalem.” While here, the subject in time and in eternity.
“Not a moment has elapsed since the day of other members of the family. They had never ing in front, gave the idea to the most experienced that duly attended to. The price is $8 00 a hundred or 10 cts
of this obituary, in company with her parents,
copy.
sisters, brothers, and officers of the ship, visited my birth, in which it might not have pleased enjoyed the benefit of schools or intelligent so she was stove in, and was filling with water. This created single
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